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Tis’ The Season To Glam
It Up & Give Back

THE NOBLE NEBBIOLO

ITALY ’S NOBLE

LAS VEGAS
DENVER
ATLANTA

2019 ATLANTA
HEART BALL
February 23, 2019

The St. Regis Atlanta
Eighty-Eight West Paces Ferry
Road NW
Atlanta, GA 30305
A celebration of the lifesaving work of the
American Heart Association.
www.heart.org

AUSTIN
THE CRYSTAL
BALL 2019
March 2, 2019
Palmer Events
Center
900 Barton
Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704
Hosted by The Helping
Hand Society this
event raises funds for
for Helping Hand
Home for Children,
whose mission is to provide a nurturing and
therapeutic home for children and to
restore each child to a healthy family
setting.
www.helpinghandhome.org/crystal-ball
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BOSTON

CLEVELAND

2018 STORYBOOK BALL
October 13, 2018

THE CRYSTAL BALL 2019
March 2, 2019

SAFEHOUSE DENVER
HOPE GALA
October 13, 2018
The ART Hotel
1201 Broadway
Denver, CO 80203

FIT’S 21ST ANNUAL
NOTTE DI CARNEVALE
GALA
October 20, 2018
Caesars Palace Octavius Ballroom
3570 S Las Vegas Boulevard
Las Vegas, NV 89109

Palmer Events Center
900 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704
The Castle
130 Columbus Ave.
Boston, MA 02116
Supporting pediatric care at MassGeneral
Hospital for Children, this year’s Storybook
Ball will showcase MGHfC’s Division of Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry, which is
dedicated to the behavioral, cognitive and
emotional health of its patients and
families.
www.giving.massgeneral.org/
storybook-ball

CHICAGO
ALZHEIMER’S
ASSOCIATION CHICAGO
RITA HAYWORTH GALA
May 4, 2019

A night to celebrate and support survivors of
domestic violence, featuring a buffet dinner,
entertainment stations, live and silent
auctions, and a newly-added raffle.
www,safehouse-denver.org/news-events/
hope-gala.html

Hosted by The Helping Hand Society this
event raises funds for for Helping Hand
Home for Children, whose mission is to
provide a nurturing and therapeutic home
for children and to restore each child to a
healthy family setting.
www.helpinghandhome.org/crystal-ball

KANSAS CITY
KVC’S GALA AT THE
STATION 2018
November 2, 2018

DALLAS

Union Station
30 West Pershing Road
Kansas City, MO 64108

UNICEF DALLAS GALA
2019
February 1, 2019

An upscale
party
featuring
gourmet
food and
drink, musical
entertainment, unique performances and a
VIP lounge. All funds raised contribute to the
enhancement of the lives of children in foster
care and the families that support and care
for them.
www.kvc.org/event/the-gala-at-the-station

The Ritz-Carlton,
Dallas
2121 McKinney
Avenue
Dallas, TX 75201
Venue TBA
This annual evening of entertainment,
awards, dinner and dancing will benefit the
care, support and research efforts of the
Alzheimer’s Association.
www,alz.org/galas/Chicago/overview.asp

“If you
never
leave
the
shore you will
never
reach
the
other
side”

COMPILED BY MELISSA BRYANT

Reserve Your Fall and Winter
Charity Gala and Ball Tickets
In A City Near You

The annual UNICEF Gala
Dallas allows supporters to learn more
about UNICEF’s work and make a
difference in the lives of the world’s
children.
www.unicefgalahouston.org

An evening of fine food, live music, and
dancing to benefit the Foundation for an
Independent Tomorrow (FIT), which delivers
workforce development to unemployed and
underemployed southern Nevadans.
www.lasvegasfit.org/fundraiser-events

LOS ANGELES/
BEVERLY
HILLS
2019 HUMAN
RIGHTS
CAMPAIGN
LOS ANGELES
DINNER AND
AUCTION
March 30, 2019

NEBBIOLOS

NEW YORK

2018 GOLDEN HEART
AWARDS
October 16, 2018

DISCOVER NEBBIOLO,
THE ITALIAN GRAPE VARIETAL OF
BAROLO, BARBARESCO AND ROERO WINES

Spring Studios
6 St. Johns Lane
New York, NY
10013
Funds raised at this
star-studded event
help ensure that no
person in the NYC
metropolitan area suffers the dual crises of
hunger and life-altering illness.
www.glwd.org

make it a perfect candidate for great
red wines. These characteristics include a thick skin, late ripening, a
sensitive predisposition to terroir
(environment) and a richness of elements.

Although poor in color, which is

found in the skin of grapes, (Nebbiolo wines are commonly lighter
colored than other red varieties).
The thick skin of Nebbiolo al-

Located in Southern Piedmonte, in
the county of Cuneo, in
a specific agricultural district
called “Langhe” and right
next to the town of Alba,
are the 11 villages that
make up the Barolo
DOCG wine appellation

NOW WE’RE
COOKING...

WITH
OLIVE
PIT BRIQS

lows this varietal to pack its wines
with the other substance we extract from the skins of grapes:

Tannin – and tannin is indeed
a driving force behind Nebbiolo-based wines. These tannins pro-

vide power, structure and protection
against the perils of time, allowing
the wines to age for decades, as well
as pack a serious punch in the palate

PALM BEACH

and stand up to demanding food.

50TH ANNUAL 19TH HOLE
CLUB BENEFITTING THE
AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY
November 14

Often harvested in October and
at times November, this very long

that allows this grape to absorb the
stimuli of nature and develop comBY DIEGO MERAVIGLIA, MASTER SOMMELIER

I

This year’s annual
fundraiser honors
Barbara and Jack
Nicklaus.
www.acsfdpb.ejoinme.org/19thHoleClub

taly is the country with the highest bio-diversity
in the world due to its unique and peculiar
environment, geology, climate and location.

Its wine grapes do not fall short of this very fact.

Venue TBA

More than 1,300 native varietals are found in Italy alone. In the

vast realm, there is a set of grapes, both white and red, that are largely
considered by the trade as being “noble.”
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wines.” From rhubarb to violets, tar,
earth and bright maraschino cher-

ries and tangerine, notes of cola, tea
leaf and licorice are just a mere few

MOSAIC OF NEBBIOLO
Nebbiolo, similar to Pinot Noir, has

What exactly is a “noble varietal?” It’s a grape variety with the intrinsic capability of producing wines that are

a heightened sensitivity to the micro
changes and variations in the envi-

Aglianico, Sangiovese, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Vermentino are just a handful that fit this category.
Nebbiolo is often said to lead it.

the road to the other, can give very

complex, deeply flavored, intense, structured, with great aging potentials over other varietals and the capability to seduce and attract wine lovers worldwide. Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Tempranillo, Pinot Noir,
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plex flavors, aromas and taste. Nebbiolo are never “simple or shallow

of the aromatics given to us by this
king of noble grapes.

DI CASTIGLIONE
An ever-intense
bouquet,
rich and lingering,
with hints of licorice,
mint and sensations
of ripe fruit.

ronment.The same grape planted in
two adjacent hills, or on one side of

BORGOGNO
BARBARESCO

ROERO RISERVA
SERGENTIN

Dry, mellow,
full-bodied.
Barbaresco is often
referred to as
Barolo’s younger
brother. A refined and
elegant red with a
balanced yet tannic
finish.

An enchanting
bouquet of
raspberries
with hints of
roses
and vanilla.

FALL 2018
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— James
Espey

DIRECT FROM THE OLIVE GROVES
OF KALAMATA, GREECE, DEBUTING IN
THE UNITED STATES, COMES THE
DELICIOUS AND SUSTAINABLE
ART OF GRILLING WITH BRIQUETTES
MADE OF RECYCLED OLIVE PITS

growing period is the main factor

The Breakers
Palm Beach
1 S County Rd,
Palm Beach,
FL 33480

More than 1,000 HRC members, friends,
family, and allies will gather for an evening of
celebration featuring a cocktail reception, an
extensive silent auction, an elegant dinner, live
entertainment, and thought-provoking
speakers and guests.
www.hrcladinner.com

FALL 2018

Nebbiolo has a set of characteristics
given to it by mother nature that
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The true gold
standard for spirits
Whiskey Barrels in Scottland

Stylized bottle of The
last Drop Whiskey

BY JAMES ESPEY

Having just turned 75, it is good to look back on 50
years in the wonderful spirits industry.
POST WAR DRINKING
PATTERNS

BY DALE KING AND JULIA HEBERT

Klimis Klimentidis was perhaps the earliest
business owner to be labeled eco-friendly.
And with good reason.
In 1968, he created a company in Kalamata, Greece, that produces non-toxic
lime fertilizer for farming. But the factory wasn’t the main reason he earned
a green star.
Living in a region surrounded by magnificent olive groves, he was inspired
to do all he could to help preserve the environment. So he pondered ways
to remove the residue from his plant without spoiling Mother Nature. After
lengthy research and experimentation, he found a way to convert the burnt
olive pomace wood left behind in his kilns into an alternative fuel source
usable for barbecue-style cooking.

FALL 2018
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Whisky - Whiskey-

WHISKY
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Until the ‘60s, people were very set
in their drinking habits and tended
to stick to beer or a choice of spirits, such as whisky or brandy. Wine
was in its infancy, other than in
or adjacent to wine growing
areas. For example, in the
United States, people drank
wine in California, but it
was hardly available in New
York.
In the United Kingdom, being adjacent to Europe, wine
was drunk, but only by the
wealthy. Beer drinkers stuck
to beer.

James Espey’s esteemed Scotch whisky spirits
career includes launching Chivas 18-Year-Old,
The Last Drop and Johnnie Walker Blue Label.
FALL 2018
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Eloquence Magazine Is Fluent in Wealth & Affluence
Eloquence Magazine is fluent in the private club aesthetic and
affluent lifestyle, delivering bespoke content on topics of interest,
such as golf, tennis, yachting, food and drink, travel, culture, and
philanthropy (see full topic list later in media kit).

such a high concentration of wealthy and affluent readers through
their own personally trusted relationships, nor can they provide the
immeasurable benefits realized from the loyalty and confidence
extended to Eloquence and its partners via such relationships.
Therefore, we only partner with the very best companies to ensure
the utmost quality on behalf of our readers.

Eloquence is unsurpassed in its ability to reach the unique, ultratargeted, affluent and wealthy niche audiences through its highly
vetted, invitation-only format and extremely trusted distribution
channels, such as the member clubs of the National Club Association
(NCA) and premier luxury condominium associations.

Eloquence strives to enhance the lives of its readers through its
exquisite, custom-milled paper; distinct, artistic covers and layout;
captivating features; and engaging profiles. As well, opportunities
exist for special positioning, inserts, and polybag enclosures.

No other luxury lifestyle magazine can offer this direct access to

Frequency:
Quarterly
Total Distribution1: .................................................................................................420,000
		
Select Direct-Mail Print Distribution for Fall 2018 Issue:...............20,000 direct-mailed, vetted, invitation only2
		
		

Select Direct-Mail Print Distribution for quarterly
issues starting with Winter 2018:............................................................60,000 direct-mailed, vetted, invitation only

Digital Distribution: ...............................................................................................400,000 double-opted-in subscribers meeting net worth criteria
Pass-Along Readership: .............................................................................. 470,0003

Eloquence Audience Demographics
		
Average Net Worth:..................................................................................................................................... $57.2 Million2
		

Average Annual Household Income, Total Circulation: .................................................................$1.01 Million3

		

Median Home Sale Value: .........................................................................................................................$3 Million

		

Median Age: ...................................................................................................................................................46 Years

		Married/Partnered: ...................................................................................................................................... 91%
4
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purée, fresh citrus and a sumac-spiced rim arrives smoking,
too.

4.

anniversary at Barton G’s Miami, he authored his first
cookbook, The Big Dish: Recipes to Dazzle and Amaze
from America’s Most Spectacular Restaurant. In it,
the culinary ringmaster shares how to create unforgettable food and over-the-top presentations, with visually
compelling dishes that may not actually be quite what
they seem on first glance.

34

5. Buddhalicious, along side a happy Buddha,
blends Absolut pear vodka, lychee purée, cranberry, club
soda, served with a nitrogenized pop of pear vodka.

6. Knock your socks off with Dolla Dolla Bills Y’all!!!!

10

IMAGINATIVE THEATRICAL DINING
To ensure dishes prove as exquisite and delectable as

When dining at Barton G’s,
keep your cameras nearby and
remember the more outrageous
the better. Share your photos

Chef O’Neill and his exceptional team of chefs know
there are no limits at Barton G, where they create,
design and bring to life their wildest dreams. “It’s a
world without boundaries, so expect the unexpected!” Chef O’Neill said.

FALL 2018

Baron Spolasco

der 12-hour-braised pork sparerib, beef rib, lamb lollipops and

Culinary Director Jeff O’Neill, whose culinary pedigree heralds for working with such esteemed chefs
as Eric Ripert, Daniel Boulud and Charlie Palmer.

The Life And Times Of The

8.

Under the popcorn maker is Laughing Bird Popcorn
Shrimp – crispy rock shrimp, sweet and spicy chili sauce and
popcorn overflowing.

9. Bucket of Bones, served in metal buckets, includes ten-

the original outrageous installations they arrive on,
Barton calls upon the mastery of Corporate Chef and

Doctor
Dubious

Dripping in gold, and giant dollar bills, this mega rich chocolate ganache and dulce de leche tart is irresistible. A gold
brick shell is filled with graham cracker crust, meringue and
chocolate-feuilletine golden nuggets.

7.

Take a trip to Cuba with El Cubanito. Luxurious café caramel flan with tobacco-laced gianduja chocolate cigars, guava pastelitos, and café con leche sauce, arrives on an elaborate domino board.

from coast to coast.

www.bartong.com

1.
chicken drumettes, served with kettle chips and honey gorgonzola dip.

10. Cocktails and Crudites, a beautiful seasonal sampling
of small bites of mini flowerpots filled with a variety of cold
preparations, served in edible soils. Cocktails feature poached
shrimp, king crab, lobster rillette and American caviar for a
golden tomato vodka cocktail. Crudités of baby roots, veggies, ultra lettuces and bite size ‘Caesars’ are planted with edible quinoa and mushroom soils.

FALL 2018

From the personal
collection of Todd
R. Sciore

the creator of the outrageous liquid nitrogen cocktail
and #foodporn, Barton continually dreams up new,

Sabrinatini, which shakes up Absolut citrus vodka, watermelon sorbet, and St. Germaine, topped off with a champagne popsicle.

8
6

authentic edible concoctions. To celebrate the 12th

It was during Spolaco’s time in Swansea,
England, that he had a medallion struck of
which an example is pictured here.

2018-2019 MEDIA KIT

The Quack, by Jan Steen, 1650-60,
Dutch painting, oil on panel. A quack
shows the villagers a stone he has removed from the tied man on a chair
on the platform. Bottles and jars are
displayed on the

BY TODD R. SCIORE

approach to patient care, the late Baron

“The origin of medical quackery is
probably as ancient as the origin of medicine”

did more harm than good. Like a laughable

—The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal (1893)

often came with testimonials from patients

Few persons have taken the fraudulent practice of medicine to the level of the duplicitous
Doctor Spolasco and, when one considers the myriad of quacks, hucksters and snake oil
salesman that have come before and after him, that is actually quite an achievement on
his part. While the sacred Hippocratic Oath taken by physicians stresses a do no harm

false advertising, states that “the cripple

Spolasco, M.D., and M.R.C.S. K.O.M.T &
C.L.D’H., was its antithesis as he regularly

late night infomercial, his advertisements
who were supposedly healed by his exper-

tise. One of his handbills, a case study in
made to walk- the deaf to hear- the dying

to live- the blind to see, and every other

In 1839, Spolasco
was charged with
manslaughter when
a woman died
after he prescribed
castor oil and
turpentine to treat an
intestinal ulcer.
He was acquitted but
was arrested again in
1840 for forging
government stamps
on pills he sold to
unwitting buyers.
affection treated incidental to the human
frame” and that for the ladies “all the defects peculiar to their sex, removed”. The
same advertisement, which would give
even the most audacious carnival barker
pause, proclaims “any individual who has
lost his, or her nose, can be supplied with
a REAL one, Grecian, Roman or Aquiline,
perfect and natural as by Nature”.

THE BARON SPOLASCO
Thought to have been born circa 1800 in
Gateshead, County Durham (now known
as Tyne and Wear), England, his real name
has been referenced by different historians

as being John Williams or John Smith.
Thus, considering the region of his birth,
the adopted surname of Spolasco was
most likely chosen for its foreign sounding qualities. The honorary (and generally hereditary) title of Baron was also most
likely self-imposed and as one of the lowest chivalric ranks, it cleverly gave him an
air of educated nobility while standing a
lesser chance of being questioned.

Scene of ancient ruins in the city of Pompeii, Italy,
that was previously covered in lava from Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D.

Mount Vesuvius had an extremely vigorous history over the course of
hundreds of thousands of years and had erupted well over 50 times according to scholars and volcanologists.

THE FATEFUL ERUPTION
The majestic city of Pompeii ceased to exist as a viable city during a fateful
eve sometime in August of 79 A.D. when Vesuvius erupted — sending
vast plumes of smoke, ash, pumice, large rocks, boulders and superheated
gases into what geologists now refer to as a “Plinean Eruption.”

Spolasco’s dubious medical career began
in Ireland starting in Limerick where he
peddled various panaceas by overstating
their effectiveness to the gullible and infirmed. Eventually the locals would catch
on to his charade but not before finding
the only thing he relieved them of was
their money. He then moved on to Cork,
to treat the untreatable and tout the medicinal benefits of his proprietary (and
spurious) cures such as Balm Of Spolasco, Vegetable Patent Pills and Antiphroditic. The good citizens of Cork also got
wise to his making a comfortable living at
the expense of their wallets and lives thus
Spolasco fabricated a grandiose excuse
that his talents and services were required
elsewhere and wisely left town.

Mastering The Most

Bespoke Nuptials

H

This event was named after a purported eye witness, “Pliny the Younger,”
a writer who watched the eruption from The Bay of Naples and wrote that
“Vesuvius erupted as this cloud of unusual size and appearance as compared to a pine tree that rose to a great height on a sort of a trunk and split
off into branches.”
It has been reported that the Vesuvius had given early warnings to the
people of Pompeii and the surrounding cities in which to flee the area. It
was recorded that many of the Pompeiians had enough time from the initial blast from Vesuvius to flee the city, but more than 2,000 residents decided to stay, and then ultimately perished while a flood of over 12 meters
of superheated ash and pumice blackened the sky and buried them alive,
along with the many buildings, columns, statues and grand structures of
Pompeii, and with the nearby towns of Herculaneum and Stabiae.
Weeks after the eruption, it is recorded that many extended relatives and
friends attempted to return to these towns to search for survivors. It was
an effort in vain, as Pompeii and it’s surrounding cities were buried under millions of tons of debris, and these cities were abandoned for almost
2,000 years.

THE SS KILLARNEY
On January 19, 1838, Baron Spolasco
boarded the doomed paddle steamer
along with his young son Robert and set
out for Wales. The Killarney encountered
a storm and while the ensuing tragedy led
to increased fame for Spolasco, it came at
a high personal cost as his son was among
the passengers who perished. The survivors clung desperately to an offshore rock
until they were saved and upon their rescue, Spolasco wrote his Narrative of the
Wreck of the Steamer Killarney. In her
entertaining book The Quack Doctor, Historical Remedies For All Your Ills, medical
quackery historian Caroline Rance refers
to Spolasco’s narrative as “a gripping read
and, while melodramatic (in a good way)
and self-aggrandizing, the Baron’s story
concurs in most details with other reports
of the wreck”. The Baron then headed to
Bristol and he then made his way to Wales
- more specifically, Swansea.

Situated near The Bay of Naples, Pompeii offered the Roman elite with activities of both sea and land, along with a majestic view of the often-active
volcanic mountain known as “Vesuvius.”

THE BIG APPLE,

House of the Faun, Satyr in ancient Pompeii

"POMPEII,

FLORIDA

T

he ancient Greeks settled in the city of Pompeii, near Naples, in the Italian region
of Campania, during the 8th century B.C. This beautiful, bustling city was captured
by the Romans in 80 B.C. and was a known destination for Rome’s wealthy citizens
to visit and enjoy the very large open-air arena, along with numerous cafes, shops,
taverns, bathhouses and brothels.

The Baron set up a practice in Swanse

BY JULE GUAGLARDI
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ow quickly one of
the happiest moments in your life –
your engagment to
be wed – can suddenly turn from
hardly containable excitement
into overwhelming stress the moment you realize the tantamount
planning task ahead. To make
your daunting responsibility a bit
has gathered
easier,
here some of the ]masters in three
popular U.S. wedding destination
cities, sure to dazzle even the most
discerning bride and groom. Let's
embark on a matrimonial journey through Florida, where we'll
give you a close-up and personal account for some of the very
best vendors available. Then take
a stroll to the glamourous Windy
City of Chicago and then on to the
East Coast into the Big Apple of
New York City...

BOCA RATON,

BY MEL JAY

A LAND FROZEN IN TIME”

35
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2

A M A Z I N G H I S TOR IC TA L E S

3. The B.G. 2069 with Casa Noble Tequila, blood orange

2

Already a trendsetter in the industry, especially as

A M A Z I N G H I S TOR IC TA L E S

2. The Lawn Moo-er, a 48oz. grass-fed tender Porterhouse,
arrives charbroiled and carved with roasted mushrooms, battered onion rings, natural jus arrives on a lawn mower surrounded with buttermilk Yukon potatoes, cheesy ‘greens,
grass & weeds’ gratin.

5
3

A Visual Taste Of
Barton G’s 10 Most
Instaggrammed
Dishes

FALL 2018
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(This Author’s Own
Wedding Selection)

FALL 2018
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BUSINESS OF GOLF

BUSINESS OF GOLF

Golf Participation –
Opportunity Knocks
Research shows that approximately only 1 out of every 9 people plays
BY JOE BEDITZ

I

n some ways, golf looks much
like it did 20 to 25 years ago,
when Tiger Woods arrived on
the scene. There are a striking-

ly similar number of facilities, golfers
and rounds-played – roughly 15,000,
24 million and 450 million, respectively.

Golf is also different in many re-

spects, with a 95 percent reduction

in the number of new courses being
built and an OEM market that’s far

more consolidated. The free-wheel-

ing optimism in golf that existed in
the 1990’s has been replaced by a determined fight for market share.

Yet the game remains an enormous

business. According to the World
Golf Foundation, golf has an $84 bil-

lion direct impact on the U.S. economy. Hey, that’s approaching Jeff
Bezos territory.

Golf participation is evolving, with
25 percent participating strictly off-

course. And while on-course par-

that’s more than participate in bas-

making golf one of the nation’s larg-

“Millennial” golfers – about 1 in ev-

ketball, tennis, baseball and skiing,
est participation sports.

The face of golf is changing too, with
beginners and juniors looking far

more diverse than the current golf

population. If the trend continues, it

will inevitably change the composition of the game’s participant base.

And junior programs are golf’s 401k

plan (it’s just that the “k” stands for
kids in this instance).

Latent demand for golf is at an alltime high, with almost 15 million
non-golfers saying they’re “very”

interested in playing and another 25
million who are “somewhat” inter-

ested. This single data point is prime
evidence of golf’s aspirational quality

and that the sport is positively perceived by a huge swath of the American public.

Golf’s overall participation rate is

below its all-time high due, in part,
to the nation’s changing population
mix. Participation rates are lower

among non-Caucasians and as the

may have a new support level be-

that means lower play rates overall.

NICHE OR NOT?

as they once did, with many choos-

pre-recession levels, it looks like we

Is golf a “niche” sport? Of course it is.

portant points to make.

GOLF AMONG MILLENIALS

ticipation is certainly down versus

tween 23 million and 24 million.

36

our “game of a lifetime.” But consider

That being said, there are two im-

population moves in that direction
Further, young adults (age 18-34) are
not playing on-course as frequently
ing to enjoy off-course golf.

First, there are more than 6 million
ery 4 golfers in America. By the way,
that’s about the same percentage as

this group’s representation in the
overall population. That number of

players in the 18-34 age group has
remained steady too, contradicting
claims that golf continues to “lose”

Millennials. No, we have them and
they’re sticking around.

Secondly, Millennials are express-

don’t see any downside, only potential upside. It’s just not guaranteed.

WHAT HAPPENS TO
GOLF AS BABY
BOOMERS AGE?
Some folks are concerned about
how the aging of America will affect golf participation.

The reality is that golf participation
drops as people get older, but those
that stay with the game play more

frequently. A lot more. This has
held true for a very long time and

there’s nothing to indicate this will
change. We have 3 ½ million senior
golfers today and in about 10 years

that number will jump to 5 million.
Still, some people believe that the

BabyBoom generation is moving
through our population like a pig

in a python. In actuality, it’s more

like a tidal wave that comes in and

taking participation in golf for

going to continue to grow. In the

For hundreds of years, golf has al-

never goes out. The population is
next 10 to 20 years, most of that

growth will occur in the over-65
group, but the 35 to 49 group will
also grow significantly.

In terms of generational risk, noth-

ing in our participation research or
U.S. census data indicates that golf

is in for trouble in the long run due
to an aging population.

THE ONLY RISK IS
RESTING ON LAURELS
In my mind, if a risk exists, it’s

more that golf, on the whole, is
not evolving on pace with chang-

ways been incredibly compelling

to some people – think of them

are you a less serious, fair weather golfer? Most golfers, believe it

or not, fall into the latter category.

Save Golf?

They don’t play in the rain, which

BY HENRY DELOZIER,
PARTNER AT GLOBAL
GOLF ADVISORS

metaphorically represents any unPeople don’t have to golf. If
they aren’t comfortable, they

It may not be easy,
that can be mit-

G

olf has a tendency to exist in a vacuum, one where blinders we sometimes
wear with pride make us inattentive to happenings outside the confines
of our green fairways. But looking away from one of the most important
issues of the day could have calamitous consequences.

2018 may well go down in modern history as the year of the woman and the fight

won’t golf. If they don’t feel

courageous women waged for respect and opportunity. What started as a backlash

welcome, they won’t golf.

against a Hollywood movie mogul by women trapped by his influence has spread to

Those are the real risks.

other parts of society and is now part of the daily dialogue. It should also be part of the
conversations we’re having in golf.

but these are risks
igated.

ing an extremely high interest level
in golf, both on-course and off, with

Editor’s note: To read more on the business of golf by

in playing traditional golf and mil-

Joe Beditz and other National Golf Foundation
industry experts, visit www.thengfq.com.

millions telling us they’re interested

lions more showing up at golf enter-

BY KELLY J. VILLASUSO

tainment facilities like Topgolf.

They are a very interesting generation and it’s going to be fascinating

A

to see how their relationship with

golf evolves over the next 10 to 20
years. Will “Topgolfers” migrate over

to the traditional game? As Millen-

nials progress professionally and

financially will they gravitate even
more toward green-grass play? Is

their involvement in the game simply delayed compared to previous
generations?

The reality is that the story of Millennials in golf isn’t carved in stone.
When I look at this generation, I

FALL 2018

s a young lad in Limerick, Ireland, Bill Walshe made
a personal commitment to ride his bicycle to take out

According to the World
Golf Foundation,
golf has an $84 billion
direct impact on
the U.S. economy.
FALL 2018

the trash twice a week at his uncle’s guest house. It was

the catalyst that helped him identify early on a serendipitous,
life-long roadmap that would motivate him time and again to
achieve a career brimming with personal satisfaction. Walshe
has followed this hospitality path ever since.
Decades later, Mr. Walshe is leading one of the most provocative
luxury hotel brands in the industry — the Viceroy Hotel Group
— with 14 properties throughout North America, Caribbean,
Latin America, Europe and Asia, and five more in development.
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The maverick CEO continues to align his day-to-day actions
with his long-term ambitions — personally and professionally — and does so with a great sense of pride.
recently sat down to chat with Mr. Walshe, whom we have
respectfully deemed the “Viceroy of Pride,” to hear first-hand
about his compelling ideologies and the positive disruption he
is causing within Viceroy and the hospitality industry.

actually, the biggest thing I have done in my career. Initially, I called it an accidental ideology because it sim-

ply stemmed from me wanting to articulate where I felt the
company was and where we needed to go. When I came on

board at Viceroy, we could talk with absolute confidence
about what we do and how we do what we do. But, there

was very little expression of why we do what we do. Overtime,

: How do you think your innovative, “accidental ideology” of Prideology has impacted Viceroy
Hotel Group and the hospitality industry in general?

now call our Prideology because there was this eureka moment

A: Mr. Walshe: “I think the introduction of Prideology is

leashing the power of pride — and driving that throughout the

of recognizing the importance of articulating purpose — un-
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They went on to say that “giving women
and girls the opportunity to succeed is
not only the right thing to do, but can
also transform societies and economies.”
If that opportunity has transformative
global potential, just think what it could
do for golf.

INCREASING WOMEN IN EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
More women in leadership roles – on
boards, as general managers, as department heads, as executive directors of
allied associations – would do wonders
for golf. I continue to be dismayed when
I see panels composed of middle-aged
white men at industry events. What
perspectives are we missing that could
inform better decision-making? What
experiences are we not aware of that
could help us fix problems on and off the
course? What nuances are we tone deaf
to that would make the game, our courses and our facilities more engaging?

There is urgency because, as we have
seen dramatic evidence of already this
year, women are not content to wait for
change to come to them. But are the
mostly male leaders of golf and its mostly private clubs prepared to examine
their own practices and begin to open
the right doors?

what I was calling my accidental ideology morphed into what I
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FINER THINGS FOR MEN

BARTON G
RAYMOND NEXT SUIT

We must realize that recognizing and
rewarding women’s potential is critical
to the future of golf and golf clubs.

Leading up to the World Economic Forum in Davos earlier this year, Erna Solberg, the prime minister of Norway, and
Christine Lagarde, the managing director of the International Monetary Fund,
wrote that “time is up for discrimination
and abuse against women. The time has
come for women to thrive.”

We’ll never know until women have the
opportunity to demonstrate their leadership abilities. And we won’t know the
consequences of those omissions until
participation and diversity have dwindled even further. Dare we risk that?
Golf’s good-old-boys club took us so far.
It’s also one of the reasons momentum
has stalled.

the most important thing I have done at Viceroy … and,
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Will Women Save

welcoming aspects of the game.

ing cultural tastes and we are

The real risk is complacency and

BUSINESS OF GOLF

THE ACCIDENTAL
IDEOLOGIST
TURNING VICEROY INTO A
CANVAS FOR DISCOVERY

as those who are willing to play in
the rain. Are you in that group? Or

mendous interest in the game.

not taking full advantage of tre-

An exclusive interview with Bill Walshe,
the CEO whose “accidental ideology”
of pride has transformed the Viceroy Hotel Group

granted.

TAKING INITIATIVE
Introspection starts close to home.
Boards can mandate women fill a minimum number of seats around the table.
They can also require that job searches
include women (and minorities). General
managers can make educational and career-experience opportunities available
to women so when management positions become available women and men
are competing on a level playing field.
Clubs can take the necessary steps to help
women stay active in the workplace while
raising a family. And without question,
clubs can compensate women and men
on an equal basis for jobs with similar requirements and responsibility.
Enlightened perspectives should also be
customer facing for obvious reasons:
•

Women are driving the global economy – the women’s market is growing at a faster growth rate than men.

•

Women are responsible for $20 trillion U.S. dollars in annual consumer
spending.

•

Women have a high level of commitment and loyalty.

•

Women share positive experiences.

But (news flash!) there are considerable
barriers that women must overcome to
gain the respect and opportunity most
men are granted with few questions.
Almost 90 percent of countries have one
or more gender-based legal restrictions
holding back women. Fortunately, those
legal restrictions do not exist in the United States. But we all know that there are
other barriers that can be onerous and

GANDALF,
KING KONG &
MOSES HAND
CARVED
SMOKING
PIPES
www._____[TO OME]

restrictive, and we don’t have to look outside our own organizations to see them.
Clubs ignore those hurdles and discriminatory practices at their own peril.

ALTON LANE CUSTOM
BESPOKE SUIT

March 10, 2019
Venue TBA

www.Altonlane.com

Coachella Valley’s premier gala to
fight cancer.
acsbsr.ejoinme.org/DesertSpiritXXI

GGA’s Henry DeLozier penned this
article for Golf Course Industry.

PHOENIX
FRESH START GALA
Mar 9, 2019

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The Phoenician
6000 East Camelback Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

Henry DeLozier
is considered one
of the leading authorities on golf
course asset development and financing. Henry is
recognized within the golf industry for his uncommon nderstanding of golf
and residential properties. He is known as a
no-nonsense profit producer, an innovative
marketer and an advocate of exceptional
customer service. His career history reflects new concept introductions and numerous successful usiness turnarounds.
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An evening of cocktais, live entertainment,
dancing, dinner and a fashion show to raise
funds for Fresh Start Women’s Foundation
programs.
freshstartwomen.org/event/fresh-s
tart-gala

WISH BALL
October 12, 2018

At Wish Ball, Make-A-Wish Oregon’s
premier celebration, guests will have the
opportunity to enjoy hors d’oeuvres and
wines from Oregon’s finest wineries, dance
to a live band, bid on prizes, and meet the
local wish kids who they are helping.
oregon.wish.org

SAN FRANCISCO
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BY MARLA HORN LAZARUS

George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles
Theater
131 Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

PRADA LINEA ROSSA
SUNGLASSES

CREED AVENTUS
HANDBLENDED
FRAGRANCE FLACRON
www.Creedboutique.com

www.Saks.com

Join United Way of Salt Lake to support
STEM learning opportunities that will spark
a passion and help ensure more women
and girls can explore the possibilities of a
future in science, technology, engineering,
and math.
poyp.uw.org

The Palace Hotel
2 New Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

This annual benefit showcases the
visionaries and catalysts who share
Glaucoma Research Foundation’s mission
to prevent vision loss from glaucoma by
investing in innovative research, education,
and support with the ultimate goal of
finding a cure.
glaucoma.org/gala

October 2, 2018

1600 N. Broadway Street
St. Louis, MO 63102

For the past 39 years, this premiere event has raised more
than $20 million to support the National MS Society, and
welcomes Congressional Members, Ambassadors,
VERSACE
business and philanthropic leaders and their spouses to
PALAZZO
honor
the Diplomatic Corps for their charitable activities
and humanitarian endeavors.

MEDUSA
The Ritz-Carlton, Washington, D.C.
ambassadorsballms.org
HEAD
BELT
1150 22nd Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
www.Neimanmarcus.com

nown as the P.T. Barnum of
culinary events, restaura-

teur Barton Weiss’ of Barton G’s takes sensory dining to new
culinary heights. “I live to create

shockingly delicious and awe-inspiring dining experiences,” Barton
.

Whether you’re on the East or

West Coast of the United States,
Barton G The Restaurant Miami

ST. LOUIS

Benefiting Saint Louis Ballet Company,
past galas have
included cocktails,
dinner,
PETER
MILLAR
and a night of dancing with the dancers of
GOLF WEAR
Saint Louis Ballet.
http://www.golfpunkhq.com/
stlouisballet.org/jewelsgala

K
told

or Barton G The Restaurant Los
Angeles, awaits to amaze. “Every

1

SAINT LOUIS BALLET’S
GLAUCOMA
360LOUIS VUITTON
NEW!
FRAGRANCES
JEWELS
GALA
ANNUAL GALA & LEATHER March
DISPENSER
9, 2019
January 31, 2019
www.us.louisvuitton.com
The Caramel Room at Bissinger’s

WASHINGTON, D.C.

www.Us.albartross.com

14

Embark on a visual tour of this
clever restaurateur’s whimsical gastronomy

GENUINE

PANAAMA HAT
Portland Art Museum
www.Panamahutdirekt.de
1219 SW Park Avenue
Portland, OR 97205

ROYAL ALBARTROSS
NATIONAL MS SOCIETY
GOLF SHOES AMBASSADORS BALL
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www.Swims.com

POWER OF YOUR
PURSE 2018
October 3, 2018

PORTLAND
PALM SPRINGS
AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY’S 2019
DESERT SPIRIT

The tide has shifted, the momentum has
changed. Today’s conversation focuses
on broad social change led by women
and – yes – men who are speaking out
against outdated views that hold all of us
back. Helping women make the most of
their potential is a job for all of us, and it’s
time to get started.

FALL 2018

WHIPS UP THE WORLD’S MOST

SALT LAKE CITY

We must realize that recognizing and rewarding women’s potential is critical to
the future of golf and golf clubs. We may
be swimming against the tide of tradition in some cases, but the best practice
seems simply to make the most of everybody’s talents.

www.Raymondnext.com

SWIMS WATER
RESISTANT
LOAFERS

INSTAGRAMMED DINNERTAINMENT

day is a celebration. Everything

else is just boring,” he
HERMES
CITYHALL
So, food enthusiasts,
38
BRIEFCASE

exclaimed.

get your
camera’s ready as
www.Hermes.com
takes you on a visual Instagram
trip into Barton G’s whimsical

CARTIER 18K GOLD
LOVE CUFFLINKS

world of pure creativity, imagination and delectable gastronomy.

www.Cartier.com

DINING TRENDSETTER
Barton G, a whiz of grand foodery,

has unveiled his most creative and
spectacular new dishes and expe-

GURKHA

riences, taking his signature ‘dinCIGARS &
nertainment’ to the next level. His

TOMMY
The show stopping Marie
Antoinette’s Head - Let Them Eat Cake is a
BAHAMA
towering cotton candySILK
pompadour
TIE with yesteryear candies, and a
Bananas Foster
“shake,” along with vanilla panna cotta, gianduja
www.Tommybahama.com
brownie, caramelized banana cream and chantilly.

CLASSIC

hand-selected team of designers and
HUMIDOR
craftsmen diligently take months to
www.thompsoncigar.com
create every season’s culinary stage
to push the envelope on experiential
dining.

FALL 2018
FALL
FALL
2018
2018

FALL 2018
FALL 2018
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Detailed National Club Association Member Profile
NCA MEMBER CLUB DEMOGRAPHICS

Eloquence is proud to be the Official Lifestyle
Publication of the National Club Association, reaching
nearly 5,000 decision makers from all levels of
leadership at more than 400 of the country’s most
prestigious membership clubs — including golf, tennis,
yacht, social, university, destination, city and country
clubs. More than 90 percent of the NCA audience are
club board members or general managers.

Golf & Country Club Industry
Statistics at a Glance 2018
by IBISWORLD

Members by Club Type
Country.........................58%
Golf ................................. 21%
City .................................. 8%
Athletic ...........................7%
Yacht ............................... 4%
Other ................................2%

Additionally, pass-along readership via the member
clubs of the NCA represents an exlclusive opportunity
for Eloquence Magazine and its partners. Therefore,
ongoing opt-in opportunities will be offered to the
membership of the exclusive clubs of the NCA and
other private clubs eligible for NCA membership,
representing a significant phasing in of additional,
highly affluent readership.

Revenue ............................. $24 Billion
Annual Growth: ............................ 1.2%
Profit: ............................. $144.1 million

Members by Gross Revenue

“The game [golf]] is big
business, directly driving
$84.1 billion in economic
activity across the U.S.
in 2016, according to the
World Golf Foundation.
The findings reflect a
22% increase from
$68.8 billion in 2011. ”

$2 - $4 Million ............45%
$4- $6 Million .............29%
$6- $8 Million ..............10%
$8- $10 Million ..............7%
$10- $20 Million .......... 6%
$20 Million+....................2%
Years of Membership in the NCA
20+ years ....................38%
15 – 19 years ................20%
10 – 14 years ................ 15%
5 – 9 years .................... 12%
1 – 4 years .................... 13%

BUSINESS OF GOLF

BUSINESS OF GOLF

were to request the recipe of a dish while
dining at a restaurant, you would likely be

Golf Participation –
Opportunity Knocks
Research shows that approximately only 1 out of every 9 people plays
BY JOE BEDITZ

I

n some ways, golf looks much
like it did 20 to 25 years ago,
when Tiger Woods arrived on
the scene. There are a striking-

ly similar number of facilities, golfers
and rounds-played – roughly 15,000,
24 million and 450 million, respectively.

Golf is also different in many re-

spects, with a 95 percent reduction

in the number of new courses being
built and an OEM market that’s far

more consolidated. The free-wheel-

ing optimism in golf that existed in
the 1990’s has been replaced by a determined fight for market share.

Yet the game remains an enormous
business. According to the World
Golf Foundation, golf has an $84 bil-

lion direct impact on the U.S. economy. Hey, that’s approaching Jeff
Bezos territory.

Golf participation is evolving, with
25 percent participating strictly off-

population. If the trend continues, it

will inevitably change the composition of the game’s participant base.

And junior programs are golf’s 401k

plan (it’s just that the “k” stands for
kids in this instance).

Latent demand for golf is at an alltime high, with almost 15 million

non-golfers saying they’re “very”

interested in playing and another 25
million who are “somewhat” inter-

ested. This single data point is prime
evidence of golf’s aspirational quality

and that the sport is positively perceived by a huge swath of the American public.

Golf’s overall participation rate is

below its all-time high due, in part,
to the nation’s changing population
mix. Participation rates are lower

population moves in that direction

may have a new support level be-

NICHE OR NOT?
Is golf a “niche” sport? Of course it is.

2018-2019 MEDIA KIT

beginners and juniors looking far
more diverse than the current golf

pre-recession levels, it looks like we
tween 23 million and 24 million.

3

making golf one of the nation’s largest participation sports.

The face of golf is changing too, with

course. And while on-course participation is certainly down versus

36

our “game of a lifetime.” But consider

that’s more than participate in bas-

ketball, tennis, baseball and skiing,

FALL 2018

among non-Caucasians and as the

that means lower play rates overall.

Further, young adults (age 18-34) are

That being said, there are two important points to make.

GOLF AMONG MILLENIALS
First, there are more than 6 million
“Millennial” golfers – about 1 in ev-

ery 4 golfers in America. By the way,
that’s about the same percentage as

this group’s representation in the
overall population. That number of

players in the 18-34 age group has
remained steady too, contradicting
claims that golf continues to “lose”

Millennials. No, we have them and
they’re sticking around.

Secondly, Millennials are express-

like a tidal wave that comes in and
never goes out. The population is
going to continue to grow. In the

WHAT HAPPENS TO
GOLF AS BABY
BOOMERS AGE?

group, but the 35 to 49 group will

Some folks are concerned about
how the aging of America will affect golf participation.

The reality is that golf participation
drops as people get older, but those
that stay with the game play more

frequently. A lot more. This has
held true for a very long time and

there’s nothing to indicate this will
change. We have 3 ½ million senior
golfers today and in about 10 years

that number will jump to 5 million.
Still, some people believe that the

next 10 to 20 years, most of that

growth will occur in the over-65
also grow significantly.

In terms of generational risk, noth-

taking participation in golf for

would have a pot thrown at him and told
‘this recipe has been in my family for four

For hundreds of years, golf has al-

generations and it is a complete secret

dish we serve there. He shared that all our

the rain. Are you in that group? Or

They don’t play in the rain, which

THE ONLY RISK IS
RESTING ON LAURELS

People don’t have to golf. If

to an aging population.

utive Chef laughed and took me into the
kitchen at Snowmass and showed me the

are you a less serious, fair weath-

ing in our participation research or
U.S. census data indicates that golf

and I could not possibly tell.’ The Exec-

ways been incredibly compelling

to some people – think of them

as those who are willing to play in

is in for trouble in the long run due

recipe cards he had printed up for every
Snowmass service colleagues had been

or not, fall into the latter category.

trained — whether asked or not — to offer
the recipe cards if they see that someone

metaphorically represents any un-

truly enjoyed, or they overhear them com-

welcoming aspects of the game.

menting about, a specific dish.

they aren’t comfortable, they

The servers share that ‘it would be a privi-

more that golf, on the whole, is

welcome, they won’t golf.

a little piece of Viceroy home with them.’

ing cultural tastes and we are

It may not be easy,

offered to FaceTime with a guest when

In my mind, if a risk exists, it’s
not evolving on pace with chang-

BabyBoom generation is moving

not taking full advantage of tre-

in a python. In actuality, it’s more

The real risk is complacency and

through our population like a pig

granted.

er golfer? Most golfers, believe it

mendous interest in the game.

won’t golf. If they don’t feel

lege and our honor if the guests would take

Those are the real risks.

In certain circumstances, Chef has even

but these are risks

getting the dish together for a dinner par-

that can be mit-

ty. These are but two among myriad ex-

igated.

amples of actions I see of a purpose-driv-

ing an extremely high interest level
in golf, both on-course and off, with

Editor’s note: To read more on the business of golf by
Joe Beditz and other National Golf Foundation

in playing traditional golf and mil-

industry experts, visit www.thengfq.com.

millions telling us they’re interested

en organization filled with pride.”

business. This has impacted Viceroy by
giving us a sense of common purpose.
It has allowed us to express our pride
and to celebrate success. It has become
the most powerful and potent force in
Viceroy’s business.

lions more showing up at golf entertainment facilities like Topgolf.

They are a very interesting generation and it’s going to be fascinating
to see how their relationship with

golf evolves over the next 10 to 20
years. Will “Topgolfers” migrate over

to the traditional game? As Millen-

nials progress professionally and

financially will they gravitate even
more toward green-grass play? Is

their involvement in the game simply delayed compared to previous
generations?

not playing on-course as frequently

The reality is that the story of Mil-

ing to enjoy off-course golf.

When I look at this generation, I

as they once did, with many choos-

met with a frightened server who knew he
don’t see any downside, only potential upside. It’s just not guaranteed.

lennials in golf isn’t carved in stone.

Since we started to communicate Prideology outside the walls of Viceroy, it has
become a significant recruiting tool,
too. We are not afraid to talk about our
purpose and it has connected on a very
emotional and intellectual level with
people who have said, ‘This is the kind
of place where I want to be.’ It is really
helping us recruit people, to retain people, to motivate people, and to celebrate
people. And I am very proud of that.”

According to the World
Golf Foundation,
golf has an $84 billion
direct impact on
the U.S. economy.
FALL 2018

: You have been quoted
as saying, “Pride is a personal commitment. It is an attitude that separates ex37

64
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cellence from mediocrity.” Would you
provide an example(s) when your Prideology inspired personal commitment
from someone on your team and his or
her behavior made you proud?
A: Mr. Walshe: “When I think of some
of the things we have achieved as a team
over the past six years at Viceroy — the
coherence we have introduced and the
way we communicate the brand … the
visual aspects, the tone of voice … to
the operating practices we have embraced — I am blown away. I think we
have such talent in our business today
that I have started to consider myself
the Remington Steele of the company
— I show up as the face and cut the ribbons. We are a proud team of individuals who have each made the personal
commitment to pride … to take pride in
what we do and to make others proud,

: If we were to interview
colleagues from varied levels and roles
throughout Viceroy Hotel Group about
your leadership capabilities, what do you
think would be key themes we might hear?
A: Mr. Walshe: “Honestly, I can only say
what I would hope to hear and that is that
I am present in the business. I once got a
call from a production company. They had
seen something I did on video and thought
I would be good on TV. They asked if I
would like to be on Undercover Boss. I
said, ‘Quite frankly, in a company this size
with my style of leadership, if I could stand
in front of any colleague even in makeup and fake hair and not be recognized,
I would resign in shame. That’s because I
want to be present enough in our business
that there is a relationship and there is recognition — visual recognition — and that
we spend enough time together that we
get to know each other. I think if a leader
is present and is not ashamed to say please
and thank you to his or her colleagues, to
treat them with respect, to foster an environment of pride, and to share targets and
successes, it will come back in spades.

Forbes Magazine,
April 24, 2018

GO!

“Prideology
is a personal
commitment,”
Walshe said. “One
of our doormen at
the Yas Viceroy Abu
Dhabi was faced
with guests who left
too late to get to an
off-site restaurant
reservation. There
were no taxis and
the hotel car was
in use. It was clear
it was a big deal,
so he made it very
personal and drove
them there in his
own car.”

THE McLAREN 600LT
ISN'T YOUR GRANDPA'S SUPERCAR

T

o say that McLaren is a fairly
unique car company is a tremendous understatement. Every vehicle in their lineup, from
the “entry level” U.S. market 570S, has a
twin turbo V8. The minimum power is a
mere 562 horsepower, and the range topping P1 has 962 horsepower from its V8
engine and hybrid powertrain. So, what
happens when you want to make a special version of your “entry level” super car?
Enter the 600LT.

MEET THE MCLAREN
ROAD BEAST
The McLaren LT, or ‘Longtail’ designa-

tion signifies the fastest, lightest, and most
hardcore version of its breed. The 600LT
follows in the footsteps of the 2016 675LT
and the 1997 F1 GTR ‘Longtail’ before it
in maximizing downforce, lightness, and
speed. You could consider the 600LT a
parts bin ca r- but the bin is really quite
lovely.
The 720S donates its forged aluminum
suspension and massive carbon-ceramic
brakes, the P1 gives it’s carbon fiber seats,
and the net result should be right around
3000 pounds of supercar.
Being a long tail, it is 2.9 inches longer and

BY JOSHUA STONE

to act with integrity, and to deliver respect and command respect.
For instance, one of our doormen at the
Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi was faced with
guests who left it too late to get to an
off-site restaurant reservation. There
were no taxis and the hotel car was in
use. It was clear it was a big deal to these
guests to make it to the restaurant so,
rather than simply say ‘oh well, your
bad, you didn’t leave enough time,’ he
made it very personal and drove them
there in his own car.

gets there through a more aggressive fixed
wing, massive diffuser and front splitter,
and extensive use of carbon fiber. Don’t
think that it’s only inherited parts - the
600LT is 23 percent new according to McLaren Special Operations (MSO). The car
also has a top-mounted exhaust - just forward of the wing - that is so extreme that
the wing needs to have heat resistant coating so it doesn’t melt. The new exhaust,
combined with a revised ECU tune net a
30hp gain- for a grand total of 592 horsepower.

Another example came to my attention when I was at Viceroy Snowmass
recently. I spoke at the welcome orientation — which I like to do as often
as possible — and I was later chatting
with the Executive Chef. I had shared a
story about how, back in the day, if you

PEDAL TO THE METAL
Putting power to the ground is important and McLaren doesn’t disapoint there. Standard Pirelli P Zero Trofeo R tires aid the
FALL 2018
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600LT in achieving a claimed 0-60mph in
2.8 seconds, and a jaw dropping 0-124mph
in 8.2 seconds: those are numbers best the
Lamborghini Huracan Performànte.
McLaren hasn’t yet announced production
numbers or pricing, but they have hinted
that it should be around 25 percent more
than a standard 570s - which currently
starts at $188,000. McLaren admits that on
smaller tracks, the “entry level” LT model will best the 720S- and save you over a
hundred grand in the process. Considering
the 675LT sold out very shortly after it was
released, contact your nearest McLaren
dealer if you’re interested. If they’re not already sold out.
FALL
FALL 2018
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TOPGOLF
It has since emerged as a global
sports and entertainment community focused on connecting people in
meaningful ways. It blends technol-

ogy and entertainment, golfers and
non-golfers, children and adults – to
create an experience that makes socializing a sport for everyone.

Golf is evolving as it must.
It’s going to include more short formats
in the future – like TopGolf, in which
golfers compete to hit range targets,
while food and drink is delivered to their
bay. The balls have sensors,
so results are immediate.
– Chip Brewer

FAQ

Every great time starts with play, is
fueled by food and beverage, moved
by music and made possible through

Bespoke Nuptials

AGE BY GROUP

comfort, a chef-inspired menu for
year-round deliciousness and associates eager to help create moments

16% Ages 17 And Younger
54% Ages 18-34
14% Ages 35-44
14% Ages 45-64
2% Ages 65+

that matter.

Topgolf’s 41 venues entertain more
than 13 million guests annually with

THE BIG APPLE,

AVERAGE GROUP SIZE
AVERAGE GROUP
SIZE - 4 people
4 people

original-content shows, next-gen
simulator lounges through Topgolf
Swing Suite, the global Topgolf Tour
competition, pop-up social experiences like Topgolf Crush, Toptracer

technology as seen on TV, and the
world’s largest digital golf audience.

AVERAGE VISITS PER DAY

35,000 in 2017

Consider these stats…

68% male
32% female

BY JULE GUAGLARDI
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the Kechemeche, a native American tribe of the
Lenape, a subsequent contingent of European
settlers eventually began to move to the area
and engaged in extensive whaling amongst oth-

Philadelphia and by 1816, one of its most notable
properties (Congress Hall) was constructed to
accommodate the ever increasing number of vacationers. By the mid nineteenth century Cape

(This Author’s Own
Wedding Selection)
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May city grew into a well-known resort town
playing host to industrialists and ranking politicians as well as several U.S. Presidents includ-

ing Ulysses S. Grant, Chester A. Arthur, James
Buchanan, Rutherford B. Hayes, and Benjamin
Harrison. Subsequent competition for tourism

dollars took shape in the form of nearby Atlantic City and burgeoning Newport, Rhode Island

Mexico: “I heard about
these underground caves,
the Cenotes, from friends
who live in Mexico. These
were very spiritual places
for the Mayans. They are
perfectly clear at a certain time of day. So when
this couple suggested a
photoshoot on the beach
in Mexico, I recommended
we do something underwater in the Cenotes. They
loved the idea, but were a
little concerned since she
couldn’t swim. This photo
really shows how he is
caring for her, holding her.
And the fish shadow passing by his heart is one of
those happy moments that
photojournalists hope for.”

Venice, Italy: “While this shoot was
not for a wedding, it was a stylized
bridal shoot. She was a model and
lived in Venice. I thought it would be
a fun change of pace. So we were
able to play a lot with light and environment to try and capture the flowing veils, and her mask represents the
Venetian culture.”

FLORIDA
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ernor of New Netherlands, Cornelis Jacobszoon
May (Anglicized as “Cornelius Jacobsen May”)
who mapped the area in the early 1620’s in order to conduct trading. Initially populated by

Cape May, NJ Originally discovered
by Henry Hudson

For more information visit topgolf.com.

FALL 2018

HISTORY
Originally discovered by Henry Hudson, Cape
May is named after Dutch explorer and first Gov-

er local industries. By the mid-eighteenth century, Cape May became a destination for travelers eager to escape the stifling summer heat of

ow quickly one of
the happiest moments in your life –
your engagment to
be wed – can suddenly turn from
hardly containable excitement
into overwhelming stress the moment you realize the tantamount
planning task ahead. To make
your daunting responsibility a bit
has gathered
easier,
here some of the ]masters in three
popular U.S. wedding destination
cities, sure to dazzle even the most
discerning bride and groom. Let's
embark on a matrimonial journey through Florida, where we'll
give you a close-up and personal account for some of the very
best vendors available. Then take
a stroll to the glamourous Windy
City of Chicago and then on to the
East Coast into the Big Apple of
New York City...

BOCA RATON,

GENDER -

42

Victorian
Vacation

Kenya: This couple are doctors in New York. He was
from Kenya originally, which to my surprise has a
large Indian community. I didn’t want to shoot just
an ordinary ceremony in the temple there, because
that would have looked like any other place in the
world. The man knew exactly what I was thinking,
and since he grew up in the area, he drove us an
hour away to this amazing hanging bridge. Under
that bridge was truly wild, with boars and other
animals roaming around. That is Kenya.”

H

AVERAGE VISIT LENGTH - 2 hours

community. Topgolf venues feature
dozens of high-tech, climate-controlled hitting bays for year-round

Cuba: This was a crazy shoot! It was so hot, and the
couple weren’t used to that environment. So we
were shooting quickly to keep them from sweating
too much. I already had an image of what I wanted. I
wanted it to look like Cuba, with the architecture and
the perfectly maintained 1950 automobiles, but I also
wanted to have some action and movement. We tried
a couple of shots with them just standing in the street.
But then I remembered that they love to dance and
had taken lessons for the upcoming wedding. So I suggested they start practicing. And when that car drove
by, I knew I had frozen a great moment.”

Mastering The Most

“

“

Topgolf pioneered a technology to
make golf more fun and engaging.

however, to this day, Cape May remains a desirable summer destination for average vacationers

from Washington D.C. up to Canada as well as
celebrities such as Anne Hathaway and Tina Fey.
Aside from the food and shopping options, part
Stephen Decatur Button,
Architect

of the attraction is the relatively low key atmosphere heightened by elegant properties that dot
the downtown.

The Historic Landmark City Of

CAPE MAY

BY: TODD R. SCIORE

I

mmortalized in the summertime anthem On The Way To Cape May and by its
unique designation as “Exit 0” on the Garden State Parkway, this popular beach
resort town at the Southernmost tip of New Jersey is a relaxing step back in
time. The laidback seaside get-away atmosphere is aesthetically enhanced by
its unusually large concentration of stately, well-preserved late 19th century
residential properties. As such, the entire city is registered as a National Historical
Landmark and is the only city in the United States that wholly carries that designation- a feat befitting a city that is also one of the oldest, continuous vacation spots in
the United States.
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Looking for Exceptional R.O.I. Opportunity?
A Dozen Key Reasons to Market to the Wealthy & Affluent
Ultra-Niche Audience as a Partner with Eloquence Magazine.
As the preeminent, exquisitely printed lifestyle magazine with the highest concentration of vetted, invitation only,
high net worth and private club member readership in the marketplace... Eloquence is fluent in the affluent and wealthy.
1.

“The Affluent population has grown in size and resources,
lifting marketplace spending and media audiences with it.
Affluent spending is crucial to the health of both luxury and
mass brands. A strategic understanding of today’s diverse
Affluent population has become an imperative for every
brand in every category.”
— Evan Borak, Senior Vice President of Ipsos Media CT,
and Head of its Audience Measurement Group

2.

The Wealthy = 2.3 times more $ spending than others.

3.

The Wealthy = Spend 54% more time reading print
magazines that other audiences.2

4.

ROI for Print Magazine Advertising Spend [geared to
Affluents & Wealthy] = $3.94 = Highest ROI of all other
media platforms.3 (See research chart on page 7.)

6.

(See research chart on page 7.)

7.

Affluent print magazine readers spend big on home
remodeling and decorating. (See research chart on page 7.)

8.

Affluent print magazine readers are the most
frequent travelers. (See research chart on page 8.)

9.

Affluent print magazine readers are most likely to
spend heavily on vacations. (See research chart on page 8.)

1

5.

Affluent luxury goods category influencers are
devoted print magazine readers.

10. Affluent food influencers consumer print magazines
over other media forms. (See research chart on page 8.)
11.

Print magazine readership amoung the wealthy and
affluent readership is steady all year long.
(See research chart on page 9.)

12. 12.Magazines attract upscale new car buyers. Top
quintile of magazine readers accounted for $97.4
billion in annual automotive sales.

Among affluent consumers, devoted print magazine readers
are more trusted (than internet, TV, radio or newspaper)
recommenders in Automotive, Healthcare, Finance, Vacation
Travel, Food categories.4

(See research chart on page 9.)

(See research chart on page 7.)
M U S E U M B A U B LFINER
ES
THINGS FOR MEN

Curated Gifts

GANDALF,
KING KONG &
MOSES HAND
CARVED
SMOKING
PIPES

GIFT GIVERS SEEKING UNIQUE, ARTFUL AND CLEVER IDEAS
FOR THE GIFTEE WHO HAS EVERYTHING, LOOK TO SOME
OF AMERICA’S FINEST MUSEUM SHOPS. MAY WE SUGGEST...

www._____[TO OME]

NEW YORK CITY
www.store.moma.org
Only at MoMA. Inspired GENUINE
by Yayoi Kusama’s
iconic pumpkin sculptures, this small leather coin purse
PANAAMA HAT
features a charming retro design.
www.Panamahutdirekt.de
Made in Japan.

BY MARLA HORN LAZARUS

NORDIC BLUE MACCHIA,
CHIHULY GARDEN AND GLASS
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
www.chihuly-garden-and-glas.myshopify.com
A
stained-glass
windowCUSTOM
and a foggy day inspired Dale Chihuly’s vibrantly bold series
ALTON
LANE
Macchia. Dale Chihuly’s signature adorns each limited edition piece.

BESPOKE SUIT

LOUIS VUITTON FRAGRANCES
& LEATHER DISPENSER
www.us.louisvuitton.com

1

PETER MILLAR
GOLF WEAR

WASHINGTON, DC
www.Smithsonianstore.com
Used worldwide for
meditation, music,
relaxation, and personal
well-being, the bowl of this
mellifluous Blissful Singing Bowl
Set is made in Nepal.

10

4
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SALVADOR MUG,
ART INSTITUTE
ROYAL ALBARTROSS
GOLF SHOES
www.Us.albartross.com

CHICAGO
www.artinstituteshop.org
This tongue-in-cheek profile of an
industry innovator willVERSACE
lift your
PALAZZO
mood more than the cup
ofc offee
MEDUSA
you’re drinking.

HEAD BELT

www.Neimanmarcus.com
32
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The show stopping Marie Antoinette’s Head - Let Them Eat Cake is a
towering cotton candy pompadour with yesteryear candies, and a
Bananas Foster “shake,” along with vanilla panna cotta, gianduja
brownie, caramelized banana cream and chantilly.

2

3

4.

6

as

Already a trendsetter in the industry, especially as

IMAGINATIVE THEATRICAL DINING

the creator of the outrageous liquid nitrogen cocktail

To ensure dishes prove as exquisite and delectable as

DINING TRENDSETTER

and #foodporn, Barton continually dreams up new,

Barton G, a whiz of grand foodery,
has unveiled his most creative and

authentic edible concoctions. To celebrate the 12th
anniversary at Barton G’s Miami, he authored his first

spectacular new dishes and experiences, taking his signature ‘dinnertainment’ to the next level. His
hand-selected team of designers and

cookbook, The Big Dish: Recipes to Dazzle and Amaze
from America’s Most Spectacular Restaurant. In it,
the culinary ringmaster shares how to create unforgettable food and over-the-top presentations, with visually

craftsmen diligently take months to
create every season’s culinary stage
to push the envelope on experiential

compelling dishes that may not actually be quite what
they seem on first glance.

dining.

FALL 2018
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Sabrinatini, which shakes up Absolut citrus vodka, watermelon sorbet, and St. Germaine, topped off with a champagne popsicle.

8

So, food enthusiasts, get your
takes you on a visual Instagram
trip into Barton G’s whimsical
world of pure creativity, imagination and delectable gastronomy.

http://www.golfpunkhq.com/

BLISSFUL SINGING
BOWL SET,
SMITHSONIAN

purée, fresh citrus and a sumac-spiced rim arrives smoking,
too.

day is a celebration. Everything
else is just boring,” he exclaimed.

ready

2.

The Lawn Moo-er, a 48oz. grass-fed tender Porterhouse,
arrives charbroiled and carved with roasted mushrooms, battered onion rings, natural jus arrives on a lawn mower surrounded with buttermilk Yukon potatoes, cheesy ‘greens,
grass & weeds’ gratin.

3. The B.G. 2069 with Casa Noble Tequila, blood orange

West Coast of the United States,
Barton G The Restaurant Miami
or Barton G The Restaurant Los
Angeles, awaits to amaze. “Every

camera’s

A Visual Taste Of
Barton G’s 10 Most
Instaggrammed
Dishes

9

5

K

nown as the P.T. Barnum of
culinary events, restaurateur Barton Weiss’ of Barton G’s takes sensory dining to new
culinary heights. “I live to create
shockingly delicious and awe-inspiring dining experiences,” Barton
told
.
Whether you’re on the East or

www.Altonlane.com

FRENCH
NEOCLASSICAL
BANGLE - THE MET

7

WHIPS UP THE WORLD’S MOST

INSTAGRAMMED DINNERTAINMENT

Embark on a visual tour of this
clever restaurateur’s whimsical gastronomy

YAYOI KUSAMA PUMPKIN
COIN PURSE, MOMA

NEW YORK CITY
www.store.metmuseum.org NEW!
Our beautifully detailed
bangle celebrates an original
drawing in The Met collection
attributed to Pierre Moreau
(French, 1722–1798)

4

BARTON G

5. Buddhalicious, along side a happy Buddha,
blends Absolut pear vodka, lychee purée, cranberry, club
soda, served with a nitrogenized pop of pear vodka.

6. Knock your socks off with Dolla Dolla Bills Y’all!!!!
Dripping in gold, and giant dollar bills, this mega rich chocolate ganache and dulce de leche tart is irresistible. A gold
brick shell is filled with graham cracker crust, meringue and
chocolate-feuilletine golden nuggets.

7.

Take a trip to Cuba with El Cubanito. Luxurious café caramel flan with tobacco-laced gianduja chocolate cigars, guava pastelitos, and café con leche sauce, arrives on an elaborate domino board.

10

8. Under the popcorn maker is Laughing Bird Popcorn

gree heralds for working with such esteemed chefs
as Eric Ripert, Daniel Boulud and Charlie Palmer.
Chef O’Neill and his exceptional team of chefs know
there are no limits at Barton G, where they create,
design and bring to life their wildest dreams. “It’s a
world without boundaries, so expect the unexpected!” Chef O’Neill said.

GOLF’S GREAT
COMEBACKS

G

etting what you want can
be daunting. In 2012, Chip
Brewer was named Callaway’s new president and
CEO. As a lifelong golf aficionado, he
couldn’t have imagined a better role.
There was only one problem: The previous two years the company had operated at a loss. And, the brand’s once-revered Big Bertha line no longer held
golfers’ interest.

ASSEMBLING
AN A-LIST TEAM
What to do? As Brewer described to
, his first task was to find
the right team. “You’ve got to surround
yourself with people that are smarter
than you in their key areas of expertise,”
he said. And the organization needed
a culture-check, having strayed from
founder Ely Callaway’s mantra of creating “pleasingly different and demonstrably superior” products.

BY ALEX STARACE

Royal Wedding
Global Insights

“Pride is a personal commitment.
It is an attitude that separates
excellence from mediocrity… It is really helping
us recruit people, to retain people,
to motivate people, and to celebrate people.”

—Bill Walshe, CEO, Viceroy Hotel Group
From The Perspective Of A Britsh Nobleman

NO-HOLDS-BARRED
STRATEGIC PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

It was a move that proved prophetic.

By 2014, the company was running a

profit. And now, in 2018, Callaway is

once again a global leader in the golf

club market. One of the reasons is the
Epic and Rogue drivers, with Jailbreak
Mr. Chip Brewer,
President & CEO, Callaway Golf
“We recommitted ourselves to pushing
the envelope, to the belief that product
performance not only matters, but it’s
non-negotiable,” said Brewer. Callaway
had long spent over $30 million a year
on R&D. Under Brewer, even in hard
times, this was never cut. In fact, Brewer doubled down on the company’s advanced research groups.

Technology. It has over 40 patents to its
name, a tribute to the work and effort

put in. “We innovate, we don’t let our-

selves be satisfied. It stresses us at times,
to be honest, but it’s fun and it moves
the needle,” Brewer said.

An example I heard once is about

kids and a trampoline. If two kids,

: Please tell us about a few
of your favorite Viceroy resorts.

the general manager and the team

graphene, a Nobel-prize-winning substance

that’s believed to be the lightest, strong-

ing royal
on a couple.
trampoline and there is no
The newly married
net, they will be very cautious. That

A: Mr. Walshe: “When you run a

ible. I think there are 191-ish hotels

decide to use it in designing a golf ball?

it doesn’t work, they could bounce

love them all equally, although there

laway’s Chrome Soft golf balls use

est material on the planet. How did they

like my 15 and 17-year-old, are jump-

is because if they try something and
right off and hurt themselves. But if

you put a net around the trampoline,

you are creating an environment of

9.

consequence. So, now when they try

of small bites of mini flowerpots filled with a variety of cold
preparations, served in edible soils. Cocktails feature poached
shrimp, king crab, lobster rillette and American caviar for a
golden tomato vodka cocktail. Crudités of baby roots, veggies, ultra lettuces and bite size ‘Caesars’ are planted with edible quinoa and mushroom soils.

www.bartong.com
FALL 2018
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hotel company, in many respects,
the hotels are like your children. You

are occasions when one is naughtier
than the others or maybe one is a little

bit better. But, at the end of the day, I

try not to have favorites. I have hotels

that I focus on at different times for

the triple flip and it does not work,

different reasons, such as the most

BY JOHN ADAMS them try again. That is what I think
leadership is … being present as the

are the babies … the toddlers who are

they hit the soft net, which gently
recently opened hotels. If you conThe wedding
party
of Prince
Harryyou
andwill
Meghan
onthem
May 19,
2019.
pushes
them
back. Then
see Markle
sider
like
children, then these

10. Cocktails and Crudites, a beautiful seasonal sampling

the better. Share your photos
from coast to coast.
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confidence through the removal of

Bucket of Bones, served in metal buckets, includes tender 12-hour-braised pork sparerib, beef rib, lamb lollipops and
1.
chicken
drumettes, served with kettle chips and honey gorgonzola dip.

When dining at Barton G’s,
keep your cameras nearby and
remember the more outrageous

T

just starting to walk, such as Viceroy

here net
arearound
some the
events
that are
so rare, so special,
thatwhich
it seems
thejust over
trampoline
to remove
Los Cabos,
opened
entireconsequence,
world stopscreate
to take
notice. Aand
Britishtwo
Royal
Wedding
confidence,
weeks
ago [as is
of one
this of
interview].
theseencourage
events. Ask
your
grandparents
grandparents
where
people
to give
it a go untiland great
I am super
proud of the
way the team
they they
wereget
when
theyThat
witnessed
wedding.
Eventhe
here
in of the
it right.
is how Itheir
hopefirst
I royal
opened
it and with
results
the United
States, “Across the pond.” They will
remember.
am thought of.”
first couple of weeks. Another recent
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opening was Viceroy Chicago. What

And it’s not just the clubs. Cal-

Shrimp – crispy rock shrimp, sweet and spicy chili sauce and
popcorn overflowing.

the original outrageous installations they arrive on,
Barton calls upon the mastery of Corporate Chef and
Culinary Director Jeff O’Neill, whose culinary pedi-

MEET THE MAN
MAKING A SPLASH IN ONE OF

FALL 2018
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there have done in that hotel is incredlisted on TripAdvisor for the City of

Chicago, and our team took us to No.
1 within five and a half months, which
I have never seen done before. But

every hotel we operate and every ho-

tel in the pipeline has its own unique
personality, its quirks, its strengths

and challenges. There are none I dislike, and I am lucky to be associated

with all of them — and I am looking

forward to growing the Viceroy brand
throughout South America and further in North America and Mexico in
the coming years.”

Learn more about all the Viceroy
properties throughout the world:

MAKING WEDDING
PORTRAITS COME ALIVE
BY JOHN D. ADAMS

A

couple caught mid-dance on
a twilit Cuban street. A man
and woman share a cherished
kiss in front of the glittering musée du
Louvre Paris. A stolen moment shared
on a rope bridge high above an African
jungle. Wedding photojournalist Ron
Soliman has an uncanny ability to feature the most intimate moments in the
most unexpected ways. “Whenever
we do destination weddings, I always
try to do something different,” said Soliman. “I want that flavor of the locale
without it being cliché.” But there is
one other key ingredient—passion.
Soliman’s work emphasize an exotic,
emotional connection to any viewer,
even those unfamiliar with the couple
in the picture. At the same time, he is
expressing his own passion for photography, for fascinating destinations,
and for a belief in the romanticism of
love. Isn’t that what great art strives to
do?

THE STORY OF YOU
Ron Soliman couldn’t make the pictures he does without being granted
entrance to a more casual, more intimate side to his clients. That takes a
genuine, warm, and enthusiastic personality; combined with cat-like reflexes to catch the best moments on
camera. “I think one of the things I
always feel when I’m on these jobs is
that I get to do what I’m passionate
about. But more than that, I feel such
joy working with all of these couples.”
His photographic speed, self-reliance,
and instincts were honed after years of
working for major newspaper chains
as a photojournalist. His warm, open
demeanor and quick connections with
people perhaps comes from years of
studying in the Catholic Seminary. “I
always begin by telling my clients that
‘I will tell the story of your day. And I

Aruba: This is a beach I discovered in Aruba. Not a lot of people
go there because the waves are very rough. So when we did this photo
shoot I was worried for them, but I always keep a main focus on safety first.
This image is a message. A message that this couple will stand together
against any wave that comes up against them in life. The picture
was actually featured in some advertisements for Aruba, too.”
will tell that story through pictures. As
a photojournalist, when things happen, I’m going to capture those special
nuances. My passion is capturing moments at your wedding.”

LOVE AND
UNDERSTANDING
Don’t let the title of photojournalist
throw you. Soliman emphasized that
unlike many of his peers, he doesn’t
restrict his services. “I will do all of
your traditional shots for your wedding, too. Because I know that people
like to frame those on their walls. So
I’m all around during the wedding… I
try to capture the unusual. I try to capture those moments of love. But I can
also step in and direct a shoot when
needed.”
As we review photos for this story, Soliman’s mood turns reflective. “Every

wedding is different for me, every couple is a new friendship and connection,” he began. “And because of that,
it encourages me to continue with this
passion… My wife works with me, and
we’ve been married for 14 years… We
teach ourselves about love through all
of these relationships that we photograph… I think it is also a message.
When I was seriously studying to be a
Priest, you know that even though you
can’t marry, you preach about love and
commitment.” Soliman is still preaching love and commitment—through
his photography.
To contact Ron Soliman and to see
more of his work, visit his website at:
ronsoliman.com or follow on Instagram - @ronsoliman
John D. Adams is an award winning
writer and photographer.

www.viceroyhotelsandresorts.com.
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GO!

THE McLAREN 600LT
ISN'T YOUR GRANDPA'S SUPERCAR

A M A Z I N G H I S TOR IC TA L E S

T

o say that McLaren is a fairly
unique car company is a tremendous understatement. Every vehicle in their lineup, from
the “entry level” U.S. market 570S, has a
twin turbo V8. The minimum power is a
mere 562 horsepower, and the range topping P1 has 962 horsepower from its V8
engine and hybrid powertrain. So, what
happens when you want to make a special version of your “entry level” super car?
Enter the 600LT.

MEET THE MCLAREN
ROAD BEAST
The McLaren LT, or ‘Longtail’ designa-

A M A Z I N G H I S TOR IC TA L E S

tion signifies the fastest, lightest, and most
hardcore version of its breed. The 600LT
follows in the footsteps of the 2016 675LT
and the 1997 F1 GTR ‘Longtail’ before it
in maximizing downforce, lightness, and
speed. You could consider the 600LT a
parts bin ca r- but the bin is really quite
lovely.
The 720S donates its forged aluminum
suspension and massive carbon-ceramic
brakes, the P1 gives it’s carbon fiber seats,
and the net result should be right around
3000 pounds of supercar.
Being a long tail, it is 2.9 inches longer and

BY JOSHUA STONE

Doctor
Dubious

PEDAL TO THE METAL
Putting power to the ground is important and McLaren doesn’t disapoint there. Standard Pirelli P Zero Trofeo R tires aid the
122
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The Life And Times Of The

600LT in achieving a claimed 0-60mph in
2.8 seconds, and a jaw dropping 0-124mph
in 8.2 seconds: those are numbers best the
Lamborghini Huracan Performànte.

Baron Spolasco

McLaren hasn’t yet announced production
numbers or pricing, but they have hinted
that it should be around 25 percent more
than a standard 570s - which currently
starts at $188,000. McLaren admits that on
smaller tracks, the “entry level” LT model will best the 720S- and save you over a
hundred grand in the process. Considering
the 675LT sold out very shortly after it was
released, contact your nearest McLaren
dealer if you’re interested. If they’re not already sold out.
FALL
FALL 2018

From the personal
collection of Todd
R. Sciore

gets there through a more aggressive fixed
wing, massive diffuser and front splitter,
and extensive use of carbon fiber. Don’t
think that it’s only inherited parts - the
600LT is 23 percent new according to McLaren Special Operations (MSO). The car
also has a top-mounted exhaust - just forward of the wing - that is so extreme that
the wing needs to have heat resistant coating so it doesn’t melt. The new exhaust,
combined with a revised ECU tune net a
30hp gain- for a grand total of 592 horsepower.

approach to patient care, the late Baron

“The origin of medical quackery is
probably as ancient as the origin of medicine”

C.L.D’H., was its antithesis as he regularly

Few persons have taken the fraudulent practice of medicine to the level of the duplicitous
Doctor Spolasco and, when one considers the myriad of quacks, hucksters and snake oil
salesman that have come before and after him, that is actually quite an achievement on
his part. While the sacred Hippocratic Oath taken by physicians stresses a do no harm

tise. One of his handbills, a case study in

—The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal (1893)
It was during Spolaco’s time in Swansea,
England, that he had a medallion struck of
which an example is pictured here.
123

132

The Quack, by Jan Steen, 1650-60,
Dutch painting, oil on panel. A quack
shows the villagers a stone he has removed from the tied man on a chair
on the platform. Bottles and jars are
displayed on the

BY TODD R. SCIORE

Spolasco, M.D., and M.R.C.S. K.O.M.T &
did more harm than good. Like a laughable

late night infomercial, his advertisements
often came with testimonials from patients

who were supposedly healed by his experfalse advertising, states that “the cripple
made to walk- the deaf to hear- the dying

to live- the blind to see, and every other

In 1839, Spolasco
was charged with
manslaughter when
a woman died
after he prescribed
castor oil and
turpentine to treat an
intestinal ulcer.
He was acquitted but
was arrested again in
1840 for forging
government stamps
on pills he sold to
unwitting buyers.
affection treated incidental to the human
frame” and that for the ladies “all the defects peculiar to their sex, removed”. The
same advertisement, which would give
even the most audacious carnival barker
pause, proclaims “any individual who has
lost his, or her nose, can be supplied with
a REAL one, Grecian, Roman or Aquiline,
perfect and natural as by Nature”.

THE BARON SPOLASCO
Thought to have been born circa 1800 in
Gateshead, County Durham (now known
as Tyne and Wear), England, his real name
has been referenced by different historians
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as being John Williams or John Smith.
Thus, considering the region of his birth,
the adopted surname of Spolasco was
most likely chosen for its foreign sounding qualities. The honorary (and generally hereditary) title of Baron was also most
likely self-imposed and as one of the lowest chivalric ranks, it cleverly gave him an
air of educated nobility while standing a
lesser chance of being questioned.

Scene of ancient ruins in the city of Pompeii, Italy,
that was previously covered in lava from Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D.

THE FATEFUL ERUPTION

This event was named after a purported eye witness, “Pliny the Younger,”
a writer who watched the eruption from The Bay of Naples and wrote that
“Vesuvius erupted as this cloud of unusual size and appearance as compared to a pine tree that rose to a great height on a sort of a trunk and split
off into branches.”
It has been reported that the Vesuvius had given early warnings to the
people of Pompeii and the surrounding cities in which to flee the area. It
was recorded that many of the Pompeiians had enough time from the initial blast from Vesuvius to flee the city, but more than 2,000 residents decided to stay, and then ultimately perished while a flood of over 12 meters
of superheated ash and pumice blackened the sky and buried them alive,
along with the many buildings, columns, statues and grand structures of
Pompeii, and with the nearby towns of Herculaneum and Stabiae.

"POMPEII,

had been supplied with small, yellow ribbon banners
presumably to excite interest in Mr. Orlando’s signed

THE EVENT

glass, which was to be auctioned later in the evening.
But now, the speechless audience burst into shouts and
applause, their tiny streamers flail wildly. That was just

one of many memorable moments over the past nine
years that continues to propel the annual CMGAs into
the hottest philanthropic events, keeping donors coming in enthusiastic droves while contributing record
dollars.
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“Our 2018 event was the most successful event that we’ve ever
had. We raised 1.1 million dollars… I was in shock. I could
barely get out of my seat. I was so amazed at how wonderfully the event had turned out. And I was breathless with the
thought of just how generous our donors really are. Of course,
that’s a lot of pressure for next year,” she laughed.

ony Orlando exploded onto the stage at Ar-

tis—Naples to perform an unannounced set
of his greatest hits including, “Tie a Yellow

Ribbon,” during this year’s Celebrity Martini Glass Auction (CMGA). The stunned audience

he ancient Greeks settled in the city of Pompeii, near Naples, in the Italian region
of Campania, during the 8th century B.C. This beautiful, bustling city was captured
by the Romans in 80 B.C. and was a known destination for Rome’s wealthy citizens
to visit and enjoy the very large open-air arena, along with numerous cafes, shops,
taverns, bathhouses and brothels.

THE HOPE
It was in this spirit that Melton themed this year’s event “Hope
Lives Here,” complete with a stunning special martini glass of
its own, commemorating the event. The primary mission of
the CMGAs (namely, to lend financial assistance to qualified,
local veteran’s assistance organizations) has always been at the
forefront of Melton’s efforts. It is an opportunity join in the
revelry of a thriving community brought together by a mutual
desire to give back to those men and women who have honorably served in our country’s military services.

4

BY JOHN D. ADAMS

T

“We really never know who may appear and this was so
amazing,” began Brenda Melton, founder and organizer of the
CMGA. “But more than that. It is the incredible, generous
spirit of our donors. Our community comes together in a way
that is so philanthropist and so eager to support us. When I
reach out to sponsors, when I reach out to donors, they really
are there for us.”

2

T

BY MEL JAY

A LAND FROZEN IN TIME”
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PHILANTHROPY

Raising over
One Million
Dollars, 2018’s
Celebrity
Martini Glass
Auction
exemplifies
the power of
community

6
1

House of the Faun, Satyr in ancient Pompeii

The Baron set up a practice in Swanse
133

PHILANTHROPY

Hope
Lives
Here

Weeks after the eruption, it is recorded that many extended relatives and
friends attempted to return to these towns to search for survivors. It was
an effort in vain, as Pompeii and it’s surrounding cities were buried under millions of tons of debris, and these cities were abandoned for almost
2,000 years.

THE SS KILLARNEY

FALL 2018

Mount Vesuvius had an extremely vigorous history over the course of
hundreds of thousands of years and had erupted well over 50 times according to scholars and volcanologists.
The majestic city of Pompeii ceased to exist as a viable city during a fateful
eve sometime in August of 79 A.D. when Vesuvius erupted — sending
vast plumes of smoke, ash, pumice, large rocks, boulders and superheated
gases into what geologists now refer to as a “Plinean Eruption.”

Spolasco’s dubious medical career began
in Ireland starting in Limerick where he
peddled various panaceas by overstating
their effectiveness to the gullible and infirmed. Eventually the locals would catch
on to his charade but not before finding
the only thing he relieved them of was
their money. He then moved on to Cork,
to treat the untreatable and tout the medicinal benefits of his proprietary (and
spurious) cures such as Balm Of Spolasco, Vegetable Patent Pills and Antiphroditic. The good citizens of Cork also got
wise to his making a comfortable living at
the expense of their wallets and lives thus
Spolasco fabricated a grandiose excuse
that his talents and services were required
elsewhere and wisely left town.
On January 19, 1838, Baron Spolasco
boarded the doomed paddle steamer
along with his young son Robert and set
out for Wales. The Killarney encountered
a storm and while the ensuing tragedy led
to increased fame for Spolasco, it came at
a high personal cost as his son was among
the passengers who perished. The survivors clung desperately to an offshore rock
until they were saved and upon their rescue, Spolasco wrote his Narrative of the
Wreck of the Steamer Killarney. In her
entertaining book The Quack Doctor, Historical Remedies For All Your Ills, medical
quackery historian Caroline Rance refers
to Spolasco’s narrative as “a gripping read
and, while melodramatic (in a good way)
and self-aggrandizing, the Baron’s story
concurs in most details with other reports
of the wreck”. The Baron then headed to
Bristol and he then made his way to Wales
- more specifically, Swansea.

Situated near The Bay of Naples, Pompeii offered the Roman elite with activities of both sea and land, along with a majestic view of the often-active
volcanic mountain known as “Vesuvius.”

3

In keeping with this year’s theme of community, Melton decided to forego the previous practice of honoring a specific
veteran. “I wanted to celebrate all of our servicemen and women,” she said. “We had many veterans there young to old; we
had WW II veterans and veterans just coming back from war.”

7

There is a special energy level at the CMGAs. Donors and
guests find themselves spontaneously leaping onto the dais
to lend support. “I know that sounds crazy,” laughed Melton.
“This year in the audience was John Lodge from The Moody
Blues, and Cliff Williams from AC/DC. At one point they

FALL 2018
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LIFE CHANGING TECHNOLOGY NE WS

cook meats

Researchers at MIT are hoping to create
entire organs from the stem cells harvested from patients’ skin. Human-induced
pluripotent stem cells are converted into
endoderm cells. The goal was to convert
the stem cells into pancreatic beta cells in
order to treat patients suffering from diabetes.

that easy,”
An hour in, I put a surface thermometer on the cooking grate
over the coals, 560 degrees Fahrenheit. Truly impressive.”

First fashioned in 1992, the flammable olive pit bricks he hewed
– known in Greece as “pirinokarvouno” – soon reached the
kitchens of local residents as well as open stove/grill restaurants
in Japan and Scandinavia. Like wildfire, they made their way to
Corinth, Crete, Santorini, Attiki, the Netherlands and, finally, the
United States, specifically, Boca Raton, Florida, to a dining spot
named Oliv Pit Athenian Grille.

Officially opened in January 2018 at 6006 SW 18th St., Boca
Raton, Oliv Pit seats 84 in long rows of four-person tables.
Owners Marcos Alexandridis and Emmanuel Vlahos have
fashioned an extensive menu teeming with appetizers,
Greek specialties, salads and desserts. “These recipes have
been passed down to me from my Athenian family and they
go back many generations,” Alexandridis said.

“This restaurant is the first in the United States to cook with
briquettes made from olive pits,” said Marcos Alexandridis,
its co-owner, a Greek native and former soccer player raised
in Canada. He spent years traveling the world procuring recipes that have become the Oliv Pit’s tasty dishes, embellished by
Mediterranean-inspired chefs.

Europe has long celebrated the experience of dining on
chicken, fish, lamb and shellfish cooked over the flame of
olive pit blocks. Marcos said the light smoke “brings out
the flavor of food” without overpowering it with barbecue
intensity.

“The use of olive pit

“I particularly like to cook meats ‘low and slow,’ and Olive
Briq makes that easy,” said Craig Wakefield, a Canadian chef
and barbecue enthusiast.

The menu at Oliv Pit comprises a variety of dishes that profit
deliciously from Olive Briq grilling: Skewers (pork, chicken,
veggie), alone or in a wrap; gyro (beef or lamb) with pita,
or a lamb burger. Entrees embrace fish cooked whole; lamb
chops, jumbo head-on prawns and a seafood platter. You'll
also find zucchini croquettes (kolokithokeftedes), spinach
pie, meatballs (keftedes), fava (Greek hummus) and triokafteri (spicy cheese) spread, and lots and lots of Calamari.
For the finale, try orange or walnut cake, baklava or Greek
yogurt.

Derek Nickels of Kingston, Ontario, extols Olive Briq. “Last
night, I did a meatloaf. The temp was stable for the duration,
about two hours.

Toast to a new experience with Greek wine and beer,
or Greek iced coffee “that’s very popular in Greece,” said
Alexandridis. “People over there sit and sip it for hours.”

Oliv Briq is just arriving in the U.S. after finally reaching
North America in 2016. It is popular in Canada, where outdoor grilling predominates throughout the year.

briquettes is popular in
Greece and elsewhere in
Europe as they do not
contain the carcinogens
found in charcoal.”
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“Imagine that there is a patient with liver
complications,” said Ron Weiss, professor
of biological engineering at MIT, who led
the research. “We could take skin cells
from that person and then [convert] them
into stem cells, and then genetically program them to make the liver tissue, and
transplant that int

25
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This image demonstrates
tissue patterns that emerge
from genetically programmed
human pluripotent stem cells.

Stem cells are introduced to a small molecule called dox to induce the stem cells
in producing a specific protein necessary
for tissue development. After two weeks,
scientists discovered that two of the three
tissue layers present in functioning human organs, the endoderm and mesoderm, were functioning, and that within
the mesoderm, a rudimentary liver bud
had formed, as well. While the long-term
aim of the research is to create fully-functioning organs that can be used in transplants, in the immediate future the team
of scientists has plans for drug-testing.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO CHARCOAL
The reworked olive pits not only keep the planet’s carbon
footprint in check, but produce 30 percent less carbon monoxide than wood charcoal. Alexandridis is the sole distributor in South Florida of Olive Briq brand briquettes.

“The use of olive pit briquettes is popular in Greece and elsewhere
in Europe as they do not contain the carcinogens found in charcoal,” said Alexandridis. These briquettes “also provide a clean,
hot fire and long combustion time. We can keep cooking temperatures high and control them more easily.”

24

COURTESY OF THE RESEARCHERS

RESTAURANT PHOTOS BY CARLOS LEON

OLIV PIT MAKES IT U.S. DEBUT

Using olive pomace wood — a sustainable, efficient, renewable
product — was the key to the successful reclamation process.
Klimentidis was able to recover the waste, recycle it and carve out
a new business by marketing the product as Olive Briq.

CARL VONDRICK/MIT CSAIL

and Olive
Briq makes

THROW A FEW OLIVE PITS ON THE BARBIE
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‘low and slow,’
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The left-most column shows the frame before the action begins,
with the algorithm’s prediction below it.
The right columns show the next frames of the video.

3.

5.

PC-ING THE FUTURE

COORDINATOR •

Elegant Occasions by JoAnn Gregoli.
wwelegantoccasionsbyjoanngregoli.com

CATERER • Creative Edge,
www.creativeedgeparties.com
FLORAL & DÉCOR •
Jerry Rose, www.jerryrose.com

“Imagine if your Wi-Fi router knows when you are dreaming and can monitor whether you are having enough deep sleep, which is necessary for memory consolidation,” saidDina Katabi, the Andrew and Erna Viterbi Professor of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, who led the study. “Our vision
is developing health sensors that will disappear into the background and capture physiological signals and important health metrics, without asking the
user to change her behavior in any way.”

– Luis Enrique
Toledo del Rio.

EXPLORING DEEP
SPACE BY BOT

NASA has given MIT a humanoid robot to develop software for future space missions
to Mars and beyond. The robot, known as “R5” or “Valkyrie,” is a 6-foot, 290-pound
humanoid machine.

PHOTOGRAPHY • Brian Dorsey.

NASA says it is interested in humanoid robots because they can help or even replace
astronauts working in extreme space environments. Robots like R5 could be used to
perform mission tasks before humans arrive or as human-assistive robots collaborating with the human crew. While R5 was initially designed to complete disaster-relief
maneuvers, its main goal is now to prove itself worthy of even trickier terrain: deepspace exploration.

Researchers recently exposed the machine’s pattern-recognition software to hundreds of hours or the TV shows like The Office and Desperate Housewives. They
found that given this new knowledge base, the predictive abilities of the machine
improved almost 25 percent over its baseline predictive ability. While what happens when two humans greet each other may seem like an arbitrary event to try
and predict, scientists are hopeful that these methodologies can be applied to more
complex interactions to create more effective predictive models for security cameras
and emergency response applications.

[on the cover]
is my
representation
of the goddess
of the seas.
She is the one
who controls
the tides, the
night, the one
who moves
the threads
of the dark
and fascinating
sea.”

VENUE • New York Public Library.
www.nypl.org/spacerental/weddings

Scientists at MIT have now managed to create radio-based sensors that can
remotely measure vital signs and sleep behaviors. The device creates low-frequency radio waves that bounce off the body and are then recorded by the
device. The device has also been trained to ignore the objects in the background and focus only on the body at rest, so any microscopic changes can
help determine what sleep-stage the subject is in. The device is currently
returning results with 80 percent accuracy with hopes that the complex datasets output can help improve the treatment of these sleep disorders in the
near future.

As human beings with a lifetime of human interaction experiences under our belts, it
is often easy for us to “predict” what will happen when two people meet, be it a hug,
kiss, high-five, or handshake. However, machines lack this wealth of experience, and
programming years of these interactions would be extremely costly and take a very
long time. But an MIT, machine-learning system has managed to improve upon it’s
predictive algorithms from a very unlikely source: television.

Evocaccion de la Tristeza

“Calypso

CHICAGO

NEW YORK CITY

More than 50 million Americans suffer from some form of a sleep disorder, not to mention patients of Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s, which also disrupt the sleeping patterns of an otherwise healthy human. The diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment of many of these sleep disruptions often requires the patient to attach
some form of device or sensor to their bodies while they sleep, which can add an extra layer of disruption
to the process and distort the results.

Scientists at MIT have now managed to
create radio-based sensors that can remotely measure vital signs and sleep behaviors. The device creates low-frequency
radio waves that bounce off the body and
are then recorded by the device.

THE WINDY CITY,

THE BIG APPLE,

BLUETOOTHING BRAINWAVES

www.briandorseystudios.com

VIDEOGRAPHY • Joseph Edwards.

NASA

2.

“I particularly like to

www.josephedwardsny.com

GOWN • Amsale. www.amsale.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY •

Sean Cook.
www.seancookweddings.com/
home

CAKE • Madison Lee Cakes.
www.madisonleecakes.com
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ENTERTAINMENT •
Elan Artists. www.elanartists.com

FLORAL & DÉCOR •
HMR Designs
https://hmrdesigns.com/gallery/
weddings/

MAKEUP • Evy Drew Makeup.
www.evydrew.com

FALL
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VIEOGRAPHY •
Wholehearted Wedding Films.
www.wearewholehearted.com

FULL SERVICE
PLANNER •

Bliss Weddings & Events.
www.blissweddingsandevents.com

ENTERTAINMENT •
Element Music, Marianne Bennett.
www.elementmusic.com

“Advances in robotics, including human-robotic collaboration, are critical to developing
the capabilities required for our journey to Mars,” said Steve Jurczyk, associate administrator for the Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) at NASA Headquarters in
Washington. “We are excited to engage
NASA has given MIT a humanoid
these university research groups to help
robot to develop software for future
NASA with this next big step in robotics
space missions to Mars and beyond.
technology development.”
The robot, known as “R5” or “Valkyrie.”

VENUE • The Peninsula
Chicago, Wedding Director
Jennifer Clarke,
jenniferclarke@peninsula.com.
www.chicago.peninsula.com/en/
weddings

GOWN • Bella Bianca.

AN ARTISTIC GIFT

www.bellabianca.com

300 years later, in October 1989 – perhaps a divine symbolic tri-centennial
gift to the Island nation – a baby boy
was born into a seasoned family of artists in Santa Clara. Today – at just 28
years old – Luis Enrique Toledo del Rio
holds the talent of a master oil painter eons ahead of his time. His fanciful
canvases are taking art collectors by
storm, both in Cuba and abroad.

HAIR & MAKEUP •

RC Beauty,
www.rcbeauty.com

CAKE • Babushka Bakery.
www.babushkabakery.com

“I was born in one of the most vivid cities of my country from a cultural point
of view, from where great world-famous
fine artists have come out. It’s a small,
but magical city with innumerable festivals of theater, dance, music and art

TUXEDO • Formally Modern.
www.formallymodern.com
The Mistress On The Mantle
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exhibitions; a very favorable environment for creation and good art,” Toledo
. “I come from a
del Rio told
family of artists, but of different manifestations: painting, theater, literature.
Since childhood that was my world.
My mother, a puppet theater actress,
my well-known fine-artist father and
my grandmother, poet and narrator
with a dozen books published, fed my
inclination for art.”
As a boy, Toledo del Rio and two close
friends dreamed of being artists “in a
society where things were very difficult.” They longed for a moment when
someone would discover them, trust

their work and guide then through the
competitive world of fine art. In recent
years, that opportunity arrived when
curators from the Conde Contemporary art gallery in Miami discovered the
magical realism of the young Cuban
dreamer.

FROM MIND TO CANVAS
“The medium that I use is oil paint,
because it allows for so many possibilities of Experimentation: veiling, glazes,
working in layers, strippers; you never finish studying and looking for new
processes,” Toledo del Rio said. “With
most of my works, I do not know what
I’m going to paint. I sit in front of the
blank canvas and start to dream, to

FALL 2018
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“EACH ONE IS AN EXQUISITE MASTERPIECE”

The selection of wool requires tremendous research and field knowledge to understand how
every kind of wool reacts to various processes
in rug making. “We travel to places like Bikaner, which is the biggest market in India for raw
materials,” Alex explained. Wool is dyed using
metal chrome dyes because they have better color fastness. The process includes going
through a hot bath in several batches and takes
years of effort and consistency to get the colors
just right, which when achieved can be passed
from generation to generation.

L

imited to just 500 pieces globally
and priced at 180,000 in Swiss
Francs ($181k USD), the Automatic Flyback Chronograph

REBIRTH OF CUSTOM

ART TAPESTRIES

IMAGE SOURCES

Because a rug is passed through many
hands of artisans, it is necessary to control quality at every stage, from testing
yarn strength and quality, to color consistency, knot quality, and making certain
they are pest free. Hand-crafted rugs are
woven with millions of knots tied together to make one rug. It takes between four
and 14 months to produce one standard
rug.

Detroit Publishing Co, P. Congress Hall, Cape May,
N.J. Cape May Cape May. New Jersey United States,
None. [Between 1900 and 1915] [Photograph]
Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2016810812/.

These floor-mounted art pieces range in
price starting from $4,150 for a high pile
polyester print to $21,000 for a handmade silk rug from India
78
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“I

push the boundaries of modern art outside of the
canvas by creating tailored works of floor art that

The Intricatetranscend
8-Steptime,
Art-Rug-Making
Process:
generations, cultures and beliefs,
”
said Russian painter Alesandra (Alex) Surkoya,
who is transforming original art into modern tapestries
through technology and time-honored craftsmanship.

1.

Raw material selection - from various kinds/colors of raw materials available

2.

Washing of raw materials

3.

Carding - cleaning and sorting of raw material using a comb

4.

Spinning -Born
withand
the raised
charkha
to make threads
in Moscow,
Russia, Alex grew up with an

5. Dyeing - coloring
the threads
as per
artistic family
who taught
herrequirements
about a variety of artists and
including
Mikhail
A. Vrubel, a Russian painter (1856
6. Weaving -styles,
as per
maps and
CAD's
known
forbleach,
fragmentary
composition
andacid,
an ‘unfin7. Washing -–1910)
cleaning
using
sulfuric
acid, caustic
water
touch.
’ Alexbinding,
also gained
inspiration from Italian paint8. Finishing ished
- hand
carving,
fringing
er and sculptor Amedeo C. Modigliani (1884-1920), whose
Surkoya’s bespoke
rugsstyle
an be
seen in her atelier
at 8690
Biscayne
painting
is characterized
by mask-like
faces
and formBoulevard,

Suite # 7, Miami,
Florida. Or, visit www.surkoya.com or Instagram at @surkoya.
elongation.
FALL 2018
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Magical Realism
Of A Cuban Dreamer

S
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Luis Enrique Toledo del Rio
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to zero makes it possible to quickly restart the stopwatch function.

A Star – And Inventress -

founded the city of Santa Clara – Cuba’s hidden gem. From Carmen’s Hill,

where the first church mass was held beneath a Tamarind tree, to the Parque Vida
center square near where a theatre, dance halls and public libraries were erected,
Santa Clara has grown into a town known for its vibrant artistry.

TPT® enhances the mechanical performance of the RM 11-03 and offers resistance to harsh environments.

well as design cues taken from McLar-

eeking a place of solace and refuge from the ravages of coastal pirates, in July
1689, nine Cuban families fled to the center of the tropical island where they

while paying tribute to a colour that is
synonymous with McLaren. The Carbon

watch was unveiled at the 88th Geneva

sign, the use of new materials and mod-

BY ROBIN JAY
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“We are an
organization that
encourages fellowship, promotes the
art and maintains
the highest ethical
standards in our
actions, and to
advance the art and
provide a positive
image of magic
and magicians
worldwide.”

olar

McLaren Automotive and Richard Mille
launch first timepiece at 88th
Geneva International Motor Show

The

REBIRTH OF CUSTOM

If you have been before, then you
already know what I am talking
about. However, if you have never been to Cape May and have an
appreciation for Victorian architecture, enjoy sport fishing or bird
watching, add it to your bucket list
of places to visit and experience why
the oldest vacation spot in the United States is still thriving without
losing its identity as a quaint beach
town. Combine the Victorian era
vibe with local wineries, fresh seafood, clean beaches and the annual
“Exit Zero Jazz Festival” and you
may even start looking to buy.

BY
BY CARLETON
CARLETON VARNEY
VARNEY

McLaren’s
range of
luxury
sportscars
and super cars,
are reflected
in this special
timepiece.

with software using digital pens and touchscreens. Through this process, the craftsmen
work very hard with each pixel/knot on the digital graph to achieve correct design and colors.

THE FINE INK & WOOL
Instead of using common ink, Surkoya’s team
leverages expertise in dye chemistry and invented the proprietary Our Partners In Printing
process color system. “Our in-house dye manufacturing process is fully digitally controlled.
Not only do we print the broadest range of
colors in the industry, we can guarantee required standards of fastness,” Alex said.

The vivid watch points resolutely toward
the future, while holding steadfast to the
time-honoured traditions of fine watchmaking. Richard Mille endeavoured
to apply the techniques and materials
found in the most innovative sectors
such as in the domains of F1 racing car
development and the aerospace industry
to watchmaking, with the goal of creating an extreme timepiece, without compromise, without gimmicks.
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Cape May boasts one of
the largest clusters of
Victorian era structures in
the United States many of which are in the,
Gothic Revival, Italianate,
Queen Anne and Second
Empire designs.

THE UNASKED QUESTIONS

Meet
Inventor

Oberlin
Smith

into our dining room on a monthly
basis. We have grown from a 4.8 million food and beverage operation (8.7
overall) to achieving 11.8 million (18.7
overall) in 2017. We have added more
magic, and now boast 32 shows per
night, all fulfilling our mission statement drafted in 1962 that states: “We
are an organization that encourages
As a youngster, I had the opportunity to
fellowship, promotes the art and mainroam the hallowed hallways of the Castains the highest ethical standards in
tle and now, my ten year old twin boys
our actions, and to advance the art and
JULIA HEBERT
ANDthe
Jack BY
andDALE
Noah KING
continued
tradition.
provide a positive image of magic and
INSIDE THE MAGIC MECCA
magicians worldwide.”
They get to open and close the numerThe Magic Castle is 24,000 square feet
oating
enthusiasts’
love
affair
with
personal
waous doors
(that sometimes BOAT
lead to noSUSTAINABLE
POWER
of magical enjoyment. The mansion
tercraft is an ongoing phenomenon. Wave wor-where)Just
as well
visitinto
all of
thecurrent
numer-century, longtime seafive as
years
the
and adjacent former parking structure
shippers relied on wind and oars to move theous gags
thefanciers
Castle had
installed
faring
Michael
and over
Heike Kohler, both world
includes four permanent showrooms,
earliest vessels, with steam, diesel and gasoline-fueledthe years. My children, similarly to our
travelers who hailed from Austria, decided to make
5 bars, a dining room for 138, 3 immotor-driven private ships arriving later. Wind stillmembership, get to introduce the entire
some waves in the boating industry. They felt owners
promptu showrooms, a piano playing
propels colorful sailing rigs across hull-dotted harborsCastle and the art of magic to friends
ghost named “Irma”, a museum, artiof their own specialized craft could ply the waters of
today, while motorized craft of all types crowd marinas
and family.
remember
first time
a enduring the roar
facts from both the world of magic and
lakes,I lagoons
andthe
oceans
without
so boating buffs can make the best use of their pleasure
magician
fooled me
and every day
on
entertainment and a membership that
of engines,
uncertainties
of occasionally
insufficient
schooners.
the job
I getand
to relive
that experience
includes both celebrities and celebrities
winds
guesswork
of filling fuel tanks for lengthy
But a new of
propulsion
time again.
magic. methodology is entering the pic-time and
journeys.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Joe Furlow
ture. Old Sol, the sun, the high-energy orb that tans
hashave
served
as the
“They’re
a husband
wifewelteam who
been
intoGeneral Manager of the
our challenges,
theand
Castle
However,
behind
velvet curour skin and
brightens
ourthose
long red
afternoons
on lakesDespite
Academy
of excluMagical Arts since 2012.
tains,
andofMagic
comesboats
over 10,000
members
and Aguero
guests from
and oceans,
also the
fuelsAcademy
a new class
yachts.Castle
for years,
” said Kent
the U.S.
On January 2, 1963, the Larsen’s opened
the Magic Castle after relaunching the
Academy of Magical Arts in 1962. The
Academy, which had 150 members at
the time, has grown to over 5300 members worldwide and has established the
Magic Castle as the “Mecca of Magic.”

includes more. With just under 200 employees, the Magic Castle is only open
for 10 shifts per week. We wrestle daily
with the Castle, which is a living breathing entity that requires a lot of repair
and upkeep. We have stumbled upon
projects started decades ago, only to be
abandoned for one reason or another.

THERE’S A NEW
YACHT IN TOWN

B
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Source: GfK MRI, Spring 2017
Source: GfK MRI, Spring 2017
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Ipsos Affluent Survey USA, Fall 2017
8.
Source: Ipsos Affluent Survey USA, Fall 2017
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Source: Ipsos Affluent Survey USA, Fall 2017
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A Humble Rennaissance
Man Living Life His Way

BY TODD R. SCIORE

Living the Dream, his trademark catchphrase, and a firm
handshake follow Ray Bouderau in Los Angeles, New York
or Palm Beach. He exudes youth, intensity, and joie de
vivre, coupled with a broad smile wherever he goes. As I
prepared for this interview, and trust me, I do thorough research of all my subjects, it became apparent that Ray lives
up to another firm belief of his, “less is more” to the fullest.

here was a time when the label “Made In USA” on
a product was more than a rare novelty, it was a
ubiquitous symbol of quality construction. During
the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
the industrial revolution was in high gear and Oberlin Smith
(1840-1926) helped put The United States at its forefront. A
holder of 70 patents, Smith was no less talented than industrial
luminaries Alexander Graham Bell, George Westinghouse or
Henry Ford, however, outside of specialized academic circles
he remains largely unknown to the public. The reason being is
that Smith did not directly make popular namesake consumer
items, he built the machines that allowed others to make them
helping usher in the age of mass production.

“I don’t have a bio,” Ray told me. “Look
me up on IMDb and visit my website
ltdfilms.nyc.” I did. None of the information fully does justice to Ray Bouderau, a man I’ve grown to know and
respect for what he has achieved at his
young age doing it entirely “his way.”
Robin Jay, my Editor-in-Chief who
met Ray during a recent weekend visit to Palm Beach, and I decided to do
something about it. We invited Ray to
talk to us about what it took to realize
that “life is too short to live someone
else’s dream.”

I CAN MAKE A BETTER ONE
Like fellow inventor Thomas Edison, Smith was an Ohio transplant to New Jersey where he set up shop and would eventually
have an impact on manufacturing capabilities the world over.
As a testimony to Smith’s ingenuity, he served as President of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers from 18891890 and has been referred to as a consummate tinkerer- a title befitting the man whose experimentation with
magnetic sound recording pre-dated that of Valdemar Poulsen. In 1863, Smith set up shop in Bridgeton, New
Jersey performing architectural ironwork and equipment repairs often muttering what became his signature
catchphrase of “I can make a better one”- something he often did. After the addition of his brother to the
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Ferracute Machine Co.
token c.1892
Made For U.S. Mint
Bridgeton, NJ

An Unsung Genius and The
Age Of Mass Production
lifelong dream of opening a private club
for magicians, and provide an environment where magicians could thrive and
network.

BY AVA ROOSEVELT

Oberlin Smith
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Ray’s astounding focus and business

acumen led to remarkable accomplishments in New York’s restaurant
and construction businesses, paving
the road to his life’s passion: Love for
acting, developing, and producing
motion picture and TV projects. Seldom do I meet an individual whose
appreciation for a life he has created
for himself and his beloved daughter,
14-year-old Jordan, is more apparent.
We met in New York at a charity event
two years ago, and many more of which
Ray supported, including Christo Rey
Brooklyn High School, Irish Cultural
Center, New York Center for Living,

UN Women and Global Partnerships,
New York Mission Society, Southampton Hospital and Southampton Animal Center, Mike Lindell Foundation
and Jewish Board of Family and Children’s Services.
Ray’s generosity is heart-warming,
but his humbleness is what impresses me most and manages to surprise
me daily. As I am getting to know him;
calling Ray a friend inspires me to live
my own dreams, and for that I am very
grateful. Here’s a glimpse into my interview with this Rennaissance Man...
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Source: JD Power Automotive Media and Marketing Report,
Winter 2017
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